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The School of International and Public Affairs (SIPA) is the world’s most global public policy school with a focus on issue realms such as global finance and economics,
public health, climate change, energy, development and sustainability-all of which
increasingly occupy a transnational space and implicate a global commons, global
public goods, and challenges of global collective action. The School’s mission, which
has evolved over the years, stays true to this history: “SIPA serves the global public
interest by educating students to serve and to lead and by producing and sharing new
knowledge on the critical public policy challenges facing the global community.”
The Cyber Conflict Studies Association (CCSA) is a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization
dedicated to promoting and leading a diversified research agenda in the field of cyber conflict. CCSA’s vision is to be the premier thought leader in the field by fostering
dialogue, leading research, and developing academic programs focused on the implications of cyber conflict.
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cyber policy at Georgetown University and a
lecturer in cyber national security studies at the
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States Air Force, Jason earned two Meritorious
Service Medals for his early work in cyber operations at Headquarters Air Force at the Pentagon and as a plankholder (founding member)
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•

ABI - Activity Based Intelligence

•

IHL - International Humanitarian Law

•

APTs - Advanced Persistent Threats

•

INSA - Intelligence and National
Security Alliance

•

CCSA - Cyber Conflict Studies Association
•

IOCs - Indicators of Compromise

•

IR - International Relations

•

IT - Information Technology

•

IW-D - Information Warfare-Defense

CTBT - Comprehensive NuclearTest-Ban Treaty

•

JDAMs - Joint Direct Attack Munitions

•

DDoS - Distributed Denial of Service

•

NATO - North Atlantic Treaty Organization

•

DOJ - Department of Justice

•

OCO - Offensive Cyber Operations

•

DPH - Direct Participation in Hostilities

•

OPM - Office of Personnel Management

•

ETS - Europe Treaty Series

•

PLA - People’s Liberation Army

•

EU - European Union

•

POTUS - President of the United States

•

FBI - Federal Bureau of Investigation

•

SCADA - Supervisory Control
and Data Acquisition

•

GGE - Group of Governmental Experts, UN
•

SCO - Shanghai Cooperation Organization

•

ICANN - Internet Corporation for
Assigned Names and Numbers

•

SIPA - School of International
and Public Affairs

•

TTPs - Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures

•

UN - United Nations

•

VPN - Virtual Private Networks

•

•

•

•
•
•
•

CERTs - Computer Emergency
Response Teams
CIGI - Centre for International
Governance Innovation
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ICB - International Crisis Behavior
ICC - International Criminal Court
ICJ - International Court of Justice
ICRC - International Committee
of the Red Cross
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STATE OF THE
FIELD OF CYBER
CONFLICT
STUDIES:
PREFACE

STATE OF THE FIELD OF CYBER CONFLICT STUDIES: PREFACE

In most other fields, there is a frontier of research that explores the boundaries of the
possible, but there is also a core body of knowledge shared by the community. In the
cyber realm, not only is the research frontier moving faster than in other fields, but it is
far more difficult for the community of researchers to simply identify what has already
been done. Compared to the rise of air and nuclear power, research into cyber has yet
to identify “settled truths.” Even though many of the foundational texts are decades
old, they are often ignored as more new researchers join a field where so much seems
fresh. As the field coalesces, cyber researchers must build on each other’s work to
create the models, methodologies, and case studies that are desperately needed.
Perhaps the best example of this phenomenon is when new researchers explore questions like, “is a cyberattack an act of war?” With the publication of the Tallinn Manual
in 2013, this ceased to be a useful research question, compared to examining how
the manual categorizes cyberattacks and whether it does so effectively. Likewise, the
topic of cyber deterrence or active defense has brought in a flood of researchers with
excellent ideas. Unfortunately, some of these inspired new hypotheses were previously introduced several years ago, with some being reinforced over the years and others
debunked.
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Introduction

Recognizing the need for an established common ground, the School of International
and Public Affairs (SIPA) at Columbia University and the Cyber Conflict Studies Association (CCSA) convened a much-needed workshop on the “State of the Field of
Cybersecurity Studies” on June 16th and 17th, 2016 to highlight the current state of
knowledge in this burgeoning national security topic. The workshop provided a venue in which to discuss cyber conflict as a field of research, come to agreement on
principle research topic areas, review the main questions within each of those topics,
create a shared understanding of existing research on those questions, and identify
canonical works. Conference organizers identified six major subfields beforehand: international relations, strategic dynamics, tactical operations, history of cyber conflict,
intelligence and adversaries, and legal issues.
By bridging these disciplines and sectors, it is possible to establish the building
blocks for a new generation of research questions. Through this working conference,
we build on the now decade-old work by Dr. James Mulvenon, “Toward a Cyber Conflict Studies Research Agenda,” by identifying new questions and methods of discovery for the next decade.
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Conducted under Chatham House rules, a small group of scholars and practitioners
came together to discuss three broad questions:
•

Existing Research: What
main research questions
have dominated scholarly
thinking on cyber conflict,
around which there is a
baseline of consensus?

•

Gaps: What notable gaps
in the literature would
benefit from exploration in
future research agendas?

•

Canonical Works: What
works might be considered “canon”?

Using these questions to frame the discussion, participants aimed to: identify a common body of knowledge with which scholars and practitioners may be expected to be
familiar; acknowledge progress and prevent duplication in future research; and shine a
spotlight where more rigorous research could expand the frontiers of the field.

Columbia University
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INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS
/ POLITICAL
SCIENCE
DISCUSSION

Rapporteur: Ryan C. Maness
Moderator: Adam Segal

June 16, 2016
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Introduction
A select group of scholars, policy analysts, and practitioners came together to discuss
which topics in international relations (IR) have established consensus among scholars, what may be considered the canonical works of cyber in IR, what research questions are being asked, and what gaps exist in the IR subfield.
The discussion was organized around eight subtopics of cyber conflict and security in
the IR field. These subtopics are not mutually exclusive and overlap. The subtopics were:
•
•
•
•

How does cyber fit into IR?
Deterrence and Restraint
Cyber Power and Influence
The effects of Cyber on the Structure of the International System

•
•
•
•

Cyber Foreign Policy and Doctrine
The Relationship between State
and Nonstate Actors
Norms and Norm Diffusion
Cyber Arms Control Institutions and Regimes

The discussion progressed in this order; however, before the main discussion began
some participants raised concerns with these subtopics.
Opening Concerns with the IR Categories
Prior to the discussion, there was a somewhat contested debate between the practitioners/policy analysts and academics about the relevance of IR to cyber conflict and
security. Practitioners questioned the relevance of IR and its focus on state actors,
given the role of nonstate actors in cyberspace. Once nonstate actors are placed at
the center of cyber work, practitioners argued, it would be difficult, if not impossible,
to apply ideas prominent in IR theory such as deterrence and norms. The academics
responded that IR has a rich collection of literature on the behavior of nonstate actors
developed through studies of terrorism, intrastate conflict, organized crime, and piracy. Theories and concepts from these studies can explain the motives and actions of
various nonstate actors in the cyber realm.
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There was further debate about the distinction between cyber and information operations. While in Russia, China, and other states, the use of social media and other
forms of influence are considered part of cyber operations, Western analysts and
practitioners have traditionally kept the two separate. The participants in the June
discussion, however, thought this distinction no longer made sense, and so several
studies pertaining to information warfare, particularly the Jaitner and Mattson (2015)
study are included in the agreed-upon list of canonical works.

Other issues revolved around category distinctions. Some felt that the norms category
was too broad and that there should be a distinction between domestic and international norms. The discussion of international law is described in the “Cyber Arms Control Institutions and Regimes” sub-topic below (and remains one of the larger topics
of study). Because bureaucratic politics and foreign policy studies use decisionmaking as their level of analysis, they were merged.
In addition, there was a discussion of whether the full range of IR theories, such as
neorealism, neoliberalism, constructivism and the Copenhagen School (securitization
theory) were being utilized to explain international cyber conflict, interactions, and
governance. Although the main IR theories have all touched on cyber—realism with
deterrence and liberalism with cyber institutions and international law applications—
constructivist approaches (specifically the Copenhagen school) have been used most
often for theorizing about cyber. This raises the question: Why are realists and liberals
shying away from cyber theorizing for the most part? What role can critical theory play
in theorizing cyber?
Discussion then ensued and was structured as follows:
Topic:
How does cyber fit into IR?

Question:
Definitional issues. Is
cyber a global commons?
Exploring the hype: How
revolutionary is cyber?
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Gaps:
Declining utility?
Unexplored areas of IR?

A major question of this sub-topic was: “Have we reached the point of declining utility
for articles asking whether or how cyber fits into IR theory?” The works discussed in
this particular subtopic included Arquilla and Ronfeldt’s (1993) early article on the future of the Internet as a domain conflict; Clarke and Knake’s (2010) book about worstcase scenarios in the cyber realm; theoretical works by Kello (2013), Choucri (2012),
Rid (2013), Lawson (2013), and Junio (2013); and a theoretical and conceptual debate
between Lindsay and Kello (2014). With these works in mind, several questions were
asked:
1.

How does cyber affect diplomacy and the hype involved?
a. What do we mean by cyber? Does this include the manipulation of code only or
should we include information warfare, electronic warfare, and artificial intelligence in the cyber definition as well?

18
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b. Some parts of the cyber realm are not part of a global commons, as we have
air-gapped systems such as military networks, VPNs, and other tools that make
many parts of cyberspace exclusive and not universally shared.
c. Should there be a more pragmatic outlook on cyber? Doctrinal outlooks are
usually products of government and military thinking, and academia can play a
crucial role in constructing empirically based non-doctrinal policy recommendations. Therefore, non-doctrinal outlooks are not only necessary, but should be
a key focus of cyber academics in the IR subfield.
It was also the opinion of the discussants that this workshop should produce
a universally agreed-upon definitional list, much like the ones produced by Fred
Kaplan or New America.
2.

Is the use of the word “common” or “domain” applicable and does it fit for cyber conflict and security studies? What about the cyber environment?
We need a clear conceptualization of this for cyberspace. How do these differing conceptualizations (domain, common, environment) impact how we look at
cyber through the IR lens? Participants decided that the state of field is indeterminate unless this is cleared up.

3.

Structure is useful to developing the research of cyber conflict, especially as
it relates to IR. What is the nature of the relationship between the organized
state and the cyber domain?
Cyber borders: Russia and China and sovereignty. How do states assert control
of the domain that challenges territoriality and sovereignty? China, Russia, and
other countries insist on the right to exert sovereignty; Western countries stress
Internet as a global platform, the free flow of information, and human rights.
Is this a point of contention between states that will make cyber conflict more
likely? Given this wide political and ideological divide, what common ground
can all states find so that agreed upon behaviors and developing norms in cyberspace can begin to develop and take hold?
On a separate but related note, Charles Tilly makes the point that war makes
the state and the state makes war. Is use of the term war even a good idea
moving the field forward? War in the IR field means something specific and denotes death and casualties, so does the term “war” even have a place in cyber?
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Path dependency may be an issue for cyber in the IR subfield. For the United
States and much of the West, cyber is thought of in military terms, and therefore the Internet and digital puts us in to the military domain. We should listen
to Arquilla and Ronfeldt’s early piece and differentiate cyber in military and
non-military terms and push forth these separate narratives. China and Russia
see cyber through different lenses than the West as well, including control and
manipulation of content as well as disruptive attacks. This also must be studied, accepted, and understood to develop the state of the field further.

Topic:
Deterrence and restraint

Question:
Do the various cyber capabilities
of international actors provide
deterrent effect in cyberspace?
How do you deter cyberattacks
and signal intentions?

Gaps:
Lack of new, innovative
theories that show how states
constrain themselves from
cyber action through various
interactions, limited number
of cases (deterrence failures),
continuing definitional issues.
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This forum discussed how deterrence theory has been saturating the cyber conflict
and security studies field and finds that perhaps we need to move away from
this theory and type of thinking. New, innovative, and explanatory theories unique
to the cyber environment, actors’ behavior and decisionmaking processes, and
twenty-first-century strategy need to be developed and backed up with empirical
evidence to advance this field. Relying on deterrence strategies for explanation
only keeps the state of the field static. Works surveyed on deterrence include Nye
(2011), Goodman (2010), Kugler (2009), Libicki (2009), Cooper (2012), and the
National Research Council (2010). Valeriano and Maness’s (2015, 2016) theory
of cyber restraint and Gartzke and Lindsay’s (2015) theoretical piece were then
offered as alternatives to cyber deterrence as the path forward and will hopefully
lay the ground for new theories of cyber conflict. Several questions were raised:
1.

Is the nuclear analogy even good?
Not only is the nuclear analogy not good, the case can be made against conventional deterrence thinking as well. If deterrence is about communicating threats
by demonstrating or making capabilities known so that one’s enemy does not
act, then cyber as a deceptive tool in and of itself cannot deter. Attribution can
be denied, and states and nonstate actors use cyber with the intention of either
not being detected or with the advantageous tactic of plausible deniability.

20
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2.

What about psychological studies and cyber?
This is definitely something that needs to be studied by IR and non-IR scholars
alike. One particularly useful study that psychology could contribute to cyber
conflict and security studies would be psychological profiling of hackers of all
hats (black, white, grey).

3.

Strategic dynamics of interactions: what actually happens regarding behavior?
Empirical studies are needed for these types of interactions. The International
Crisis Behavior (ICB) canonical works in IR can be used as a guide for these
types of studies.

4.

Maybe deterrence does work but we don’t know about it?
Then it would not be deterrence, as deterrence is about clear communication
to adversaries. So, we need new ways of theorizing about strategic interactions
between entities in the cyber environment. Existing bodies of work in IR, such
as the issue-based approach and the study of nonstate actors, are well suited
to these tasks, as discussed in this appraisal of the state of the field.

5.

Do cyber capabilities provide deterrent effects?
Lindsay and Gartzke have begun looking at cross-domain deterrence with cyber
and conventional weapons, yet these studies as yet lack empirical grounding,
and remain theoretical.

6.

What about defense in the cyber environment? Is it undervalued because of
the offense-dominant perception of the cyber environment thus far in cyber
conflict studies?
What about risk management? Is it understudied because of cyber’s military
strategic focus? What can private sector incentivization strategies, such as risk
analysis by insurance companies, contribute to cyber conflict and
security studies? What can the insurance industry contribute to these risk
management studies of cybersecurity and therefore defensive postures in the
cyber environment?
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What about automated defense and would that contribute to cyber’s fit with deterrence? Is automation a good idea? Would states want to make known their

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS / POLITICAL SCIENCE DISCUSSION

Can deterrence work with providing a framework with escalatory risk? In other
words, can we raise the costs of potential hackers and deter them in the cyber
environment this way? There are few to no empirical studies that have shown
this to be true as of yet, but it is an avenue worth exploring in the IR field.
7.

Again, how do nonstate actors fit into this?
The theory of cyber restraint (Valeriano and Maness 2015) can be applied to
nonstate behavior. Again, deterrence may be a dead end for cyber conflict studies due to the deceptive nature of many offensive cyber tools and methods.
Deterrence works because of fear of the known; restraint is better because it
takes fear of the unknown (cyber deception) into account. Gartzke and Lindsay’s (2015) “Weaving Tangled Webs” is definitely canonical in this regard.

Topic:
Power and Influence

Question:
What is cyber power and
how do we measure it? What
does net assessment mean
for cyberspace? What is
influence in cyberspace?
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automated defensive structures? This is where deterrence foundations would
remain on unstable ground.

Gaps:
Empirical studies on cyber
power, an examination of cyber
through the lens of soft power.

This discussion focused on a topic all too familiar to those in the field of IR: power.
Should we look at cyber power as a form of hard power? Or can cyber be better understood through a soft power lens? How would we measure cyber power both theoretically and empirically? These questions were discussed through cyber power literature
including works by Kramer, Starr, and Wentz (2009), Sheldon (2012), Nye (2010), Segal
(2016), Betz and Stevens (2012), Healey (2013), Rid and McBurney (2012), Lindsay
(2013), Rattray (2001), and Libicki (2007). Several overarching questions were asked
and discussed in this forum:
1.

Measuring cyber power: How do we do it? What do we include? Who is the
most powerful? The will to use power confers credibility. If existing measures
usually count tangible things, how can this be adjusted for cyber, especially
since many aspects of cyber power are confidential, deceptive, or intangible?
22
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Concrete analysis of power for cyber: Suggestions for measuring tangible
cyber power empirically included spending (military and non-military private
sector), IT education, IT infrastructure, offense, defense, and an analysis of vulnerabilities (where the more plugged-in may be the more vulnerable).
2.

Would measuring cyber vulnerabilities help measure power? In other words,
would the least vulnerable states be the most willing to use cyber? Would this
give the advantage to non-democratic states?

3.

Cross-domain and additive power of cyber: Does a state’s use of cyber combine with conventional uses of power to make it more powerful? How would
we know? How does having hard power in other domains affect cyber power?

4.

Country-specific: Who has the power? On defense, bad cyber hygiene can
make a state weak and the nonstate actor more powerful. so should we
conceptualize offense differently? How is cyber power diffused to
nonstate actors?

a.

Does the diffuse structure of the
US network make it less powerful
than the centralized control of
Russian and Chinese networks?

5.

The United States is an offense cyber power, but not known for defense. Why?

Topic:
The Effects of Cyber on the
Structure of International
Relations: Attribution/
Offense versus Defense/
Strategic Instability
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b.

Does Russia’s mobilization of
nonstate actors on its behalf
give it more power? Is there
a power difference between
democracies and non-democracies
as a result? Do authoritarian
states have an edge?

Question:
Is cyber offense dominant?
Is too little attention paid to
defensive capabilities?

Gaps:
More in-depth analyses of the
defensive side, new thought
on offense-defense balance
dynamics based on unique
characteristics of the cyber
domain, and methods for
evaluating technological
change and innovation

As many of the questions regarding this subtopic were covered in previous subtopic discussions, not much time was spent on offense/defense dominance. However,
three questions came out of this subtopic and are worth noting due to their importance to forwarding the state of the field in IR. Works in this subtopic of IR include
Liff (2012), Rid and Buchanan (2014), Valeriano and Maness (2014), Gartzke (2013),
Andres (2012), Saltzman (2013), Peterson (2013), and Fielder (2013).
1.

Cyber aids strong, not weak states: States with more power and resources
have more rapidly developed cyber capabilities.
The United States, Russia, and China are the preeminent cyber powers. This
challenges the idea that cyber power is diffuse. However, Israel may be the exception to this rule, as it definitely punches above its weight in the cyber realm.
Does this bode well for other less-powerful states and even nonstate actors?

2.

Attribution is not just a technical act.
IR can place attribution into a larger context and help assist with attribution
to actors based on established political and strategic considerations. It can
also seek to address questions like: How complicit is a state in a cyber attack
committed by a nonstate actor within its territory? Should states assign varying
levels of blame? Cyber attribution does not need to be proven beyond a reasonable doubt; Healey’s attribution scale as well as Rid and Buchanan’s (2014)
work can help start a new attribution debate beyond technical forensics.

3.
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Is there value for states in declaring a policy on attribution and blame?
Could this be the path forward to make deterrence work in the cyber environment? More empirical studies in this regard are needed and this is a topic
where IR can contribute to further the state of the field.
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Topic:
Cyber Foreign Policy
and Doctrine

Question:
What is the foreign policy
impact of cyber operations
and what guides the
foreign policy doctrines
of specific actors? How
do certain conditions and
state institution dynamics
explain the cybersecurity
polices of states?

Gaps:
There are few in-depth
studies of decisionmakers
as they make cyber policy,
studies of nations beyond
Russia, the United States,
China, Israel, and the UK.

Many diverse questions were raised in this discussion, showing that this
subtopic may be where IR can most contribute to furthering cyber conflict and security studies. Works highlighted in this discussion include:
Maness and Valeriano (2016); Geers (2015); Gvosdev (2012); Jaitner
and Mattson (2015); Inkster (2013, 2016); Lindsay (2015); Lindsay,
Cheung, and Reveron (2015); Segal (2013); Gompert and Libicki (2014);
Dunn-Cavelty (2008); Reveron (2012); Guitton (2013); Axelrod and Iliev
(2014); Kaplan (2015); Junio (2013); Yannakogeorgos (2012); and Yannakogeorgos and Lowther (2013). Many unanswered questions remain.
Among them:
1.

Has the United States militarized the concept of cyber, and if so,
how does this guide IR scholarship? Should we move to focus on
multi-stakeholder frameworks where nonstate and non-military
actors play a bigger role?

2.

It is glaringly apparent that the field needs larger comparative
studies on how countries think about cyber and implement
policy. Should these be descriptive or normative?

3.

Do we see norms changing the policies of states? Should future
IR studies be descriptive first and then turn to normative and
prescriptive studies?

4.

Do we need a new policy/prescriptive category, and if so,
how should IR proceed in this matter? Can IR take the lead in
empirically based policy prescriptive studies?

5.

There is an oversaturation of books and papers about cyber decisionmaking
and policy in the United States, Russia, and China. What about North Korea,
Iran, the EU, Japan, and other nations? We need more comparative case
studies of countries and their cyber doctrines.

6.

Rational choice and game theory can be applied to cyber conflict and security
studies and this should be a clear path forward for the field.

7.

How are the activities of foreign state actors assessed? How do perception
and misperception and the security dilemma work in cyber conflict
decisionmaking? Jervis’s work could be applied here

8.

More in-depth nonstate group studies are needed, not just at levels below the
state, but at levels above as well (supranational). As discussed above, this
is an area where IR can take the lead, as it already has a basis of literature to
build upon.

9.

What is the functionality of international organizations in cyber? What can we
learn from NATO, ICANN, SCO, the EU, and others?

Topic:
The Relationship between
State and Nonstate Actors

Question:
How does the diffusion of power
in the cyber realm change the
international landscape?
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Gaps:
Empirical assessments of
nonstate actors’ capabilities
and the threats they pose.

Given the overarching concerns about the general utility of IR’s state-based approach
with the prominence of nonstate actors in cyber conflict and security studies, this
subtopic filtered into discussions on many of the other subtopics. Nonstate actors
are being considered and studied in IR, although many areas of the field have not yet
adequately considered their impact. Two important studies on nonstate cyber actors
(Weinmann 2015, Benson 2014) were included in this short discussion, out of which
came two questions:
1.

How many nonstate actors are aligned or non-aligned with
states? Good idea for study; Valeriano and Maness are
beginning to collect data on nonstate incidents.
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2.

Should we include corporations such as Microsoft
and Google as nonstate actors?
Maybe not. In the field of IR, nonstate actors usually have a combative and malicious intent. Legitimate actors such as Microsoft would be considered NGOs;
therefore, we should keep in line with IR definitional protocol.

Topic:
Norms and Norm Diffusion

Question:
How do we promote norms in
cyberspace? Do we need new
specific norms for the cyber
realm or do existing norms
apply? How are state and
nonstate actors engaged in
norm entrepreneurship? What
comparisons can be drawn
to other to other examples,
such as land mines?

Gaps:
Liberal theories of normative
behavior, more nonWestern points of view on
normative arguments

The primary focus of discussion in this subtopic was whether existing international
norms can apply to the cyber environment, or if new norms need to be developed to
govern cyberspace in the international arena. This is a subfield where the liberal theory of IR can play a key role in propelling the field forward. Democracies, markets, and
human rights promotion can encourage the international discourse that has allowed
for a relatively prosperous world order under US leadership since the end of the Cold
War. Can liberalism provide new ideas on the path forward for a safe and prosperous international cyber environment? The Copenhagen School has already taken the
lead regarding norms and norm diffusion; liberal theories could serve as a diversifying addition to this subtopic. Works that formed the basis of this discussion include
those from Mazanec (2015), Nissenbaum (2005), Hansen and Nissenbaum (2009),
Dunn-Cavelty (2015), Maurer (2011), and Grigsby (2015). The discussants explored
several questions:
1.
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Was 2015 a breakout year for international cyber norms?
Organizations such as the G7, G20, Microsoft, and the UNGGE have all produced detailed, agreed-upon modes of expected behavior for state governments in the cyber environment. Was the OPM hack the catalyst? Has US leadership helped in this regard?
What other factors could have contributed to make this the year of cyber norms?
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Are norms effective?
It could be argued that they are in terms of reinforcing already-constrained
behavior from states; however, state-sponsored espionage is largely excluded
from international norms. Should this change for the cyber realm?

3.

Are we able to identify norms in cyberspace?
At least in theory, we need more empirical studies confirming restrained behavior from actors to show the existence of norms.

4.

If we can identify norms in cyber, what evidence
do we have that they are working?
There are norms regarding the overt use of cyber weaponry in place: SCADA
systems remain largely untouched aside from a few high-profile incidents, so
for the most part, the answer is yes. The problem remains with the use of cyber
for information manipulation, theft, and nonstate cybercrime: how do we make
norms for these, and how can IR contribute?

5.
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2.

Are norms effective?
It could be argued that they are in terms of reinforcing already-constrained
behavior from states; however, state-sponsored espionage is largely excluded
from international norms. Should this change for the cyber realm?

6.

Realist theory would suggest that a lack of norms promotes aggression.
Does a lack of aggression mean there are norms in place that are working?
Should we push for norms or legal frameworks in the international arena? Do
we need the latter? Perhaps for the international level we should push for norms
over law in cyber, as the burden of proof in cyber makes enforcement trickier.

7.

Are there operational-level norms with expiration dates?
Good exploratory question for future research.
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8.

Are there no norms for espionage and is this okay for cyber?
The G20 is against commercial espionage, but allows for political and military
spying. Recent reports say that China has reduced its intellectual property espionage since the Xi-Obama meeting in September 2015.

9.

Why has more progress seemingly been made in cyber norms than in other
areas of the cyber IR field?

Topic:
Cyber Arms Control
Institutions and Regimes

Question:
How do we regulate cyber
weapons proliferation due to
the stark differences in tangible
assessment capabilities that
are present in the other domains
(i.e., conventional weapons are
more visible and countable?

Gaps:
Original ideas on institutions,
treaties, and conventions for
cyber weapon proliferation;
conditions for cooperation.

This discussion also revolved around whether existing frameworks regarding institutions and regimes can be applied to the cyber environment. This is another subtopic
where neoliberal institutionalism could provide a breakthrough for future research.
What about biological and chemical weapons treaties? What about the Just War
tradition? Can we apply these to cyber arms control and cyber conflict initiation and
prevention? Studies surveyed for this forum include works from Dipert (2010), Schmitt
(2013), Knake (2014), Lin (2012), Valeriano and Maness (2015), and Geers (2010).
Several questions were raised in the discussion:
1.

Are biological and chemical weapons comparisons fair?
Comparative studies are useful, but we also need to be original in our thinking due to the unique characteristics of cyber. Comparisons to these types of
weapons regimes may not apply to the cyber realm.

2.
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What is a cyberweapon? How do we define it, and where is the line drawn? Do
only states possess cyberweapons? This is a question to which no one seems
to have an answer.

3.

How do we define the goal of arms control? This is a good question and needs
to be studied further.

4.

How is the US government using cyberweapons? Are they stockpiled? What
does a cyber arms race look like? What do we count and what do we control?
How do we enforce treaties and regimes and verify that they are being
followed? Does the UN take the lead in this regard?

5.

Consent, verification, and enforcement are needed to control an arms
race, but what specifically needs to be controlled? Should the focus be on
procurement or usage? Regarding cyberweapons, what does a cyberwar look
like? Do death, injury, and civilian casualties have to be involved?

The smaller moderated discussion then moved to a larger forum where all academics,
practitioners, and policy experts converged and had the opportunity to discuss the
applications of IR to cyber.
Plenary discussion
1.

2.

3.

What’s the big deal about saying
which theory is right? Different
theories are able to explain
different parts of cyber; so
let’s acknowledge it and move
on. It seems that theoretical
debates may be stymieing
progress in the IR field of cyber
conflict and security studies.
If we use different theories to get
perspective on the problems of
cyber, more decisive canonical
works can be categorized and the
state of the field can get richer.
Humans can’t command and
control cyberwarfare, so should
we automate? What are the
threats from automation?

4.

Cyber is fast in execution but
slow in development; a lot of
planning and money is behind it.

5.

What amount of effort is need
for planning and intelligence
collection in cyberwarfare, and
what utility is achieved from
successful operations? These
kinds of questions require a
lot of behavior patterns, and IR
is arguably prepared to tackle
this complicated task.

6.

States don’t play by the same rules
as others. This is true, yet IR is
equipped to unpack the behavior
of nonstate actors as well.
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7.

Do we need a universal grammar
of engagement for cyber? In other
words, do we need a vocabulary of
escalation? In the United States,
we need an agreed-upon state
of norms. What about the G20?

8.

The Sony hack: can we escalate
in cyberspace? Economic
sanctions were the choice of
retaliation for this event. Was
this the correct response and
how effective was it? Was the
Sony hack that big of a deal or
did it show the lack of hygiene on
Sony’s part due to the fact that
North Korea tore it apart? We
need to think not just offensively
and escalatory, but in defensive
and competence terms as well.

9.

10.
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So we need to create the proper
responses for cyber? Would this
be scalable? Should it be Just War
style (proportional)? Is a cyber
response the only proportional
response, or are conventional
responses acceptable as well?
We need a vocabulary about
the operational and tactical
facets of cyber so that we
can be better at constructing
these modes of behavior.

11.

There is not a cyber commons:
is it sovereign and Westphalian?
Conceptions of the Internet
are different between Russia,
China, the United States and
even Europe, so no is the multistakeholder model folly? This is
seen in other domains between
the West and Russia/China; can
make applications and not jump
the gun here regarding treating
cyber governance differently.
IR can lead the way here.

12.

What’s different about cyber in
terms of escalation? In the cyber
domain exclusively? Or crossdomain too? So far not much
spillover into other domains,
and most cyber responses
have not been escalatory; but
what about the future?

13.

We have norms and laws but
still have the capabilities to do
real harm. Can we really prevent
this? If they aren’t being used en
masse do we need to try to coerce
states into banning them? Won’t
that promote bad behavior?

14.

We’ve lost the ability to call out
certain international behaviors,
especially in cyber. That’s because
we look at attribution in technical
and legal lenses. The IR lens could
help with attribution by placing
it in a political context as well.

15.

Ceded attribution to the private
cybersecurity companies, and
relying on these can be bad.
Private security companies have
an incentive to sell their products
and an anarchic cyber environment
can perpetuate this and lead to
escalatory responses by states.

19.

16.

Are comparative frameworks good
applications to cyber normative
practices? Capabilities are being
produced but not used; is this
acceptable and sustainable?

17.

How effective are sus generis
20.
practices? We do see restraint
(capabilities do not match actions).

18.

Three images (Waltz) of cyber
power...individual, state, and
system; is this how we can look to
empirically measure cyber power?

21.

What about two-level games
and their applications to
studying cyber behavior? We
have an Industry of insecure
products; and this subsequently
leads to all of the problems
regarding threat perception and
vulnerabilities. There are also
a lot of vulnerabilities on the
human side, and studies about the
lower level game of the domestic
constituency can uncover some
interesting studies about making
all networks more secure.
Customary norms can survive
the cyber realm. May agreed to
this premise but we also can
create sus generis ones too.
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Is the premise of a free and
open Internet good for security?
Do we have a choice?

Conclusion
Is there anything in IR cyber that is settled? Or have we just agreed on what we’re looking for? There is no question that IR has not uncovered many of the burning questions
that need to be answered about cyber conflict and security. Yet this does not make
IR obsolete or ill equipped to uncover these pressing questions. Cyber conflict can
be studied using existing IR theories and IR can answer these pressing questions at
the systemic, state-level, and nonstate level. There are existing studies in other areas
of conflict that IR scholars can turn to for guidance. Yet at the same time, we must
treat the cyber environment as a unique environment where strategic and operational
considerations may de different than other domains. It is here where IR scholars must
be theoretically innovative and empirically grounded for the state of the field to move
forward and continue to produce groundbreaking canonical works that can help lead
to a safe and prosperous cyberspace. •
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Introduction
Armed conflict occurs at different levels—tactical, operational, and strategic—which
are hierarchically organized and mutually supporting. In an ideal Clausewitzian, linear
model of warfare, all of these levels are directed toward the attainment of a political
objective, which defines the dynamics at each stage. In other words, policy directs the
strategy employed to achieve it, strategic dynamics shape the nature of operations,
and operations structure tactics. This model stands in contrast to the circular model
of warfare, wherein dynamics at lower levels of warfare shape strategic decisions and
even policy objectives. This chapter builds on previous examinations of the strategic
level of cyberwarfare to assess how to define and conceptualize the tactical and operational levels of cyberwarfare and to examine the state of the field as the academic
discipline has approached it.
The strategic level of warfare is said to be the decisive level; it is in this realm that
outcomes of victory or defeat are determined. Strategy links a government’s overall
policy objectives with the dynamics on the battlefield in support of them. It provides
the overarching framework and guidance for the direction of warfare. The operational
level of warfare is concerned with organizing a state’s armed forces for the purposes
of carrying out campaigns in a particular theater in support of the overall strategy.
Tactical warfare occurs at the level of the battlefield where organized armed forces
engage one another in combat.
With the emergence of a new domain of warfare (that is, cyberspace), tactical and
operational questions have taken precedence over strategic ones—perhaps due to the
unique complexities associated with the latter. What this implies for the international
system remains to be seen. However, thus far political actors have been engaging at
the operational and tactical levels in something approximating a strategic vacuum.
Therefore, in one sense, it is intellectually incomplete to explore the dynamics of the
operational and tactical levels of cyberwarfare absent a rigorous review of its strategic dynamics. Nevertheless, the sheer fact that political actors are primarily engaging
on operational and tactical levels forces a consideration of questions regarding the
employment of cyber force at these levels; the legal and ethical implications of doing
so; issues associated with command and control; variations across different types of
states; and the merits of creating a Cyber Service.
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While it widely known that actors are employing cyber capabilities on a regular basis
on both the tactical and operational levels of warfare, the details of these engagements are not disseminated to the public or to academics. This complicates efforts
to understand the reality of cyber tactics and operations, or to speculate about future
trends. Nevertheless, fundamental concepts regarding the nature of cyberwarfare can
be distilled from consistent attributes of the technology that existing case studies
have revealed.
Cyber operations and tactics are different from conventional ones, in part due to the
unique nature and scope of the battlefield. In conventional warfare, the battlefield is
clearly defined within the various domains. On land and at sea, the scope of the battlefield is limited by geography: land warfare occurs on a particular piece of territory;
naval engagements occur at sea. Air power most closely resembles the cyber domain
because the air domain is a conduit to conduct attacks against targets across all domains. In other words, the attacks can be delivered via air against targets on the land,
targets at sea, and other airborne targets. The battlefield in cyberspace can be defined
as any networked system, which may or may not be connected to the Internet.
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Employing Cyber Power at the Operational and Tactical Levels

The relatively short history of cyberwarfare has demonstrated that certain effects
can be achieved at the operational and tactical levels. At the tactical level, attacks
are defined by singular engagements. These may include disruptive attacks against
critical infrastructure, such as DDoS attacks against financial institutions and private
corporations, and is defined by contact with the “enemy.” The tactical dynamics of a
singular cyber engagement revolve around how an offensive actor maximizes impact,
while the defender minimizes impact and tries to learn from the opponent. At the operational level, destructive attacks against command and control and various communication systems may shift the capability of an opponent. Or effect may be measured
based on iterative attacks that yield leverage in the form of knowledge or reduced
willingness to fight. Particularly in the realm of electronic warfare, operational level
dynamics are used to support conventional military operations including precision
targeting, disabling adversary air defenses, and aiding intelligence collection.
Known capabilities provide a reasonable basis for projections about the near-term
future of cyber operations and tactics. Capabilities are likely to change based on
three different types of developments. First, as the technology associated with cyber
power evolves, new types of tactics and operations can become technically feasible.
Conversely, this same evolution could present states with new vulnerabilities as they
become more reliant on interconnected networks and systems. The overall security
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environment will also change, as new organizations, business models, and functions
form that shift the capacity of states to respond.
Second, military planners, policymakers, and academics can evolve their thinking on
force employment in cyberspace, develop new doctrines and organizational approaches that change how governments use both existing and new capabilities, and integrate them with conventional ones.
This discussion suggests several avenues for further research:
•

•

•

•
•

What effects have cyber operations had on
the tactical and operational levels of war, and
what effects could they have in the future?
To what extent does the level of classification that surrounds military cyber operations inhibit their use?
What are the qualitative and quantitative training benchmarks that actors need to establish
for cyber forces to function at a high level?
What are the barriers to entry for creating an offensive cyber force?
What kinds of effects can actors deliver in cyberspace absent significant advance preparation?

•

•

•

•

What differences exist across states (and/
or state types) concerning the doctrinal
employment of cyber capabilities in pursuit
of tactical and operational objectives?
Is cyberwarfare offense or defense dominant? How would we measure the offense-defense balance in cyberspace?
In the tactical and operational space,
what is the relationship between
state and nonstate actors?
Is it possible and/or necessary to develop
a taxonomy of the effects and instruments
used in cyber operations and tactics?

Legal and Ethical Considerations
International law governing armed conflict is traditionally divided into two distinct
categories: jus ad bellum and jus in bello. The former category—the conditions under
which entering into an armed conflict is just—is outside of the scope of questions
regarding the use of force at the tactical and operational levels once armed conflict
has been declared. For this reason, this chapter focuses on the latter category but
acknowledges that research that grapples with the legal and ethical implications of
offensive cyber operations conducted outside of the scope of declared war and ongoing hostilities is needed, as these represent the bulk of offensive cyber operations
observed to date.
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The key question at stake is how, and the extent to which, the considerable body
of jurisprudence pertaining to armed conflict applies to the cyber domain. Laws of

armed conflict, for instance, specifically delineate who counts as a combatant versus
a noncombatant, with implications for targeted strikes; how to conceptualize proportionality of responses in warfare; and the obligations of combatants to take precautions to prevent noncombatant casualties. The unique interconnectedness of civilian
and military spheres in the cyber domain further complicates the application of international law.
It is far more difficult to distinguish, for instance, what constitutes a purely military
target from a civilian one. For instance, some government networks ride on the backbone of the civilian Internet. Moreover, the human capital resources that a state could
marshal in support of cyber operations blur the distinction between combatant and
noncombatant. It is not clear how the laws of war apply to non-uniformed individuals conducting offensive cyber operations on behalf of a government. Additionally,
there is no agreed-upon metric to gauge a proportionate response to a cyberattack, or
measure proportionality in using a cyberattack to respond to a conventional one. Furthermore, there is no agreement among the major players in this domain concerning
the applicability of the laws of armed conflict. For example, states such as Russia and
China do not agree that international humanitarian law applies to the cyber domain.
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Finally, even absent established international law, the international relations literature
acknowledges that international norms can also constrain state behavior in the absence of a legal regime. However, in cyberspace, there are no widely accepted norms
regarding the use of cyber capabilities.
Perhaps the absence of international laws and norms regarding the use of cyber power in the context of armed conflict stems from the fact that full integration of highly
disruptive cyber operations with armed conflict has yet to be demonstrated at scale.
However, Russian incursions into Georgia in 2008 and Ukraine in 2014 may provide
the closest examples to date. The history of international law suggests that it often
takes a new form or nature of conflict to prompt states to establish legal regimes. For
instance, it took the American Civil War to prompt the United States to develop the
Lieber Code, which influenced the development of international laws of war.
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The following research questions stem from the above discussion:
•
•

•

To what extent is existing international
•
law applicable to the cyber domain?
What are the conditions under which an
international consensus regarding the use
of force in cyberwar is likely to emerge?
•
Are there informal mechanisms that may arise
to shape state behavior in the context of cyberwarfare absent legal regimes and norms?

The infrastructure in the cyber domain
is very much entangled between private
and public spheres. How does this impact the laws of war for targeting?
What is the significance of silence about
various offensive cyber operations? Iran didn’t
complain about Stuxnet in any international
forum, for example. Does this make the world
legally safer for more stuxnets in the future?

Command and Control Considerations
Militaries have long relied on rigid hierarchies for delegating authority for the use of
combat power at the tactical and operational levels. However, in the cyber domain,
this delegation has not yet occurred. In the United States, for instance, the president
retains all authority on the execution of cyberattacks and some (but not all) espionage
operations.
This has important implications for the tactical and operational levels of warfare,
because a lack of structurally delegated authority could inhibit the timely use of cyber capabilities. Furthermore, this lack of delegation has implied that offensive cyber
operations can only be conducted very deliberately and, for the most part, have been
integrated into operations and contingency plans at the national level. In some ways,
this is similar to drone warfare, where US Army commanders at the brigade level and
below, despite being entrusted with thousands of troops and equipment, do not have
organically assigned missile-armed drones.
The history of modern warfare has provided ample evidence in support of the benefits
of delegating authority to lower levels of command, because it enables commanders
to exploit opportunities and take initiative when opportunities present themselves.
Therefore, it is important to explore the extent to which existing command and control
structures may hinder or otherwise negatively impact battlefield dynamics in ways
that could end up having strategic effects:
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•

•

What is the proper level of delegation of
authority for the command and control of
offensive cyber operations? How might
these authorities vary by mission type?
Do we need a cyber-SIOP or
a cyber tasking order?

•

Should the authority to employ cyberweapons
require the authorization of the President of
the United States, as is the case with nuclear
weapons, or can this authority be devolved?

Organizational Considerations
How should a state recruit, equip and train its force in cyberspace to effect objectives
at the tactical and operational levels of warfare? These organizational questions are
difficult not only due to debates about proper authorities, but also because of the limited pool of talent from which governments can draw to populate their cyber forces.
To be effective at the operational or tactical level in cyberspace, states need welltrained operators (armed with the right capabilities, against the appropriate vulnerable
targets) who have received the authority to conduct the operations. Getting all of the
elements right is incredibly difficult. Governments are still struggling to identify how to
best organize their cyber forces to achieve desired effects.
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Furthermore, there is notable variation across states in terms of how they have approached organizing their cyber forces. Some of this variation could be attributed to
regime type. For instance, many authoritarian regimes develop cyber forces to engage adversaries both at home and abroad. These priorities affect how governments
approach training and equipping their cyber forces. They may be wary about providing these forces with certain tools and accesses, just as these regimes are averse
to giving their militaries capabilities that could be used against them. Similarly, the
objectives a state seeks to achieve in cyberspace may also shape its organizational
approach, namely, whether it organizes for mass or tailored operations.
Historically, countries have organized around domain-centric warfare. Armies fight
on land; navies at sea; the air force in the air. The emergence of a new domain raises
the question of whether cyberspace merits its own service. One may argue that it is
easier to integrate cyber capabilities into conventional operations if cyber remains
a component of the other services. The long-term implications of keeping cyber a
component of other services remain to be seen in terms of recruitment and retention
of talent. The lack of an independent cyber service may also affect a government’s
ability to deliver timely effects in cyberspace, as well as to coordinate operations and
carry out deconfliction.
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This suggests several avenues for future research:
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•

•

How are different states organized and
equipped to leverage cyber effects at the
tactical and operational levels of war?
To what extent do limited capabilities and
a limited workforce affect the resources
that can be leveraged to support strategic and non-strategic initiatives?

•
•
•

Does the culture of the various services hinder
recruitment and retention of cyber talent?
What are the costs and benefits
of creating a cyber service?
How should buying the hacking of services be taken into account?

Conclusion
Tactical and operational dynamics are the least-studied area of cyberwarfare, despite the fact that cyber conflict is an ongoing reality. This aspect of the field urgently
demands greater academic scrutiny due to the stakes involved, as ad hoc decisions
made at the tactical and operational levels of cyberwarfare are likely to have strategic
consequences, both positive and negative. •
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INTELLIGENCE AND ADVERSARIES

The United States Office of Personnel Management (OPM) hack, which was first
detected in early 2015 and is estimated to have affected more than twenty-one million
Americans1, has been described as perhaps the most serious breach of US data in the
short history of cybersecurity to date2. Although the OPM attack has commonly been
attributed to China, the US government has so far declined to publicly acknowledge
any suspected perpetrators. This episode contrasts with the 2014 indictment of five
Chinese People’s Liberation Army (PLA) officers by the Western District of Pennsylvania, a US federal court, for alleged cyber espionage. In the PLA Five case, top US officials, including the heads of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and Department
of Justice (DOJ), respectively, did not hesitate to blame China on the record3. John
Carlin, assistant attorney general for national security, described the hacks as having
occurred “under the shadow of [that] country’s flag4.” Similarly, the FBI openly accused
the North Korean state of having conducted a series of computer network attacks
against Sony Pictures Entertainment in retaliation for the latter’s planned release of a
comedy film critical of that country’s regime5.
Why was the United States willing to make public statements alleging attribution in
two of these cases but not the third? Is it simply a matter of having sufficient intelligence about the source of the attacks? Does it depend on the extent or nature of

1
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3

“U.S. Charges Five Chinese Military Hackers for Cyber Espionage Against U.S. Corporations and a Labor Organization for
Commercial Advantage.” 2014. Press Release. US Department of Justice Office of Public Affairs. https://www.justice.gov/
opa/pr/us-charges-five-chinese-military-hackers-cyber-espionage-against-us-corporations-and-labor.

4

Id.

5

Nakashima, Ellen. 2014. “U.S. Attributes Sony Attack to North Korea.” Washington Post. December 19. https://www.
washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/us-attributes-sony-attack-to-north-korea/2014/12/19/fc3aec60-879011e4-a702-fa31ff4ae98e_story.html.
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damage? In the North Korean example, US President Barack Obama told reporters
that the United States “will respond proportionally6.” This chapter will address twin
topics–intelligence on cyberattacks themselves and on the adversaries capable of
perpetrating them.
The first challenge is recognizing that, in large part, the policy world lacks a theoretical foundation for these concepts. Unlike many other topics, there is a dearth of
scholarly literature on intelligence and attribution. While a great amount of theory
has been generated within the discipline of computer science, technical practitioners
working in the field have generally applied this body of knowledge directly to cases.
Comparatively little has made its way to policy audiences or been translated for social
scientists. Earlier research on intelligence craft in conventional realms may in some
cases be a reasonable analog, but without more of an effort to bridge these two areas
we cannot fully deduce the applicability of conventional ideas to cyber intelligence. As
one conference participant noted, “Language barriers result in bad decisions and bad
laws.” Important documents (such as the 1996 IW-D Pentagon report) do exist, but are
relatively few in number7. Although this report describes only the opinions of the 2016
State of the Field participants, a supplementary bibliography (which participants used
in part to inform their discussion) is included in the Appendix for reference.
The second challenge is empirical: attack detection is imperfect and a function of
the balance of capabilities between attacker and defender. When network breaches
are detected, victims may be reluctant to disclose it for fear of embarrassment and
subsequent loss of trust in the organization. Since data is usually proprietary and
disclosure often voluntary, this is a problem for good intelligence work, which thrives
only when information is available and shared between entities on the same side. The
purpose of this chapter is to identify what cyber conflict researchers do know about
intelligence and attribution. Once this is identified, the research frontier and policy
implications will hopefully become clear.

6

Id.

7

“Report of the Defense Science Board Task Force on Information Warfare - Defense (IW-D).” 1996. Washington, D.C: Office
of the Undersecretary of Defense for Acquisition and Technology. http://www.au.af.mil/au/awc/awcgate/infowar/iwd/
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How can we define intelligence, and why is it important? In the simplest sense, “intelligence” refers to information an entity can use when playing strategies against an
adversary; namely, information about the adversary’s qualities or capabilities8. It is
critical for effective network defense as well as targeting when defense has failed. Intelligence is systematically collected and processed in order to inform policy options.
Beliefs about facts derived from intelligence are rarely certain: intelligence is probabilistic and confidence-based.
Cyber tools can be used to gather intelligence about either cyber or non-cyber attributes, just as it is sometimes possible to glean information about cyber attributes
through conventional means. However, the cyber-on-cyber intelligence process represents more than a simple extension of traditional intelligence work, since cyberspace
is in many ways unique. Participants disagreed about three corollaries of the definition: first, what the scope of the discussion should be (cyber-on-cyber only, or other
forms?9). Second, who are the players? While some participants suggested intelligence is an aspect available primarily to the most sophisticated class of actors, such
as states, others disagreed, noting that commercial companies, not governments,
seem to be doing some of the most advanced intelligence work in cyber conflict. It
might be assumed that the emphasis on intelligence is roughly increasing in organizational capacity (which correlates with sophistication), but that this function may
sometimes be monotonic and that there may be other variables at play. It should be
noted, however, that a multiplicity of cyber actors use the same types of tools and
techniques; as a result, our state-centric view covers only one possible type. One justification is that the conference was concerned with cyber conflict. The most sophisticated nonstate actors in cyberspace are generally understood to be motivated by
criminal ends. This is of course a simplification, but one made for purposes
of tractability.

8

Definition proposed by a conference participant, for which we observed relative consensus.

9

The manner in which conventional intelligence informs cyber operations is a particularly interesting area of inquiry. For
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instance, compared to intelligence about physical targets gleaned through cyber operations, do traditional operatives or
analysts have a greater tendency to miss valuable cyber intelligence because of the technical demands in knowing what
to look for? Perhaps an analogy could be made to nuclear intelligence, although pieces of cyber intelligence might be
more ubiquitous and their discovery more ancillary.
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Third, participants debated whether the definition should deal purely with informational aspects, or whether the conception of cyber intelligence should also include covert
activities (requiring high-level approval) or clandestine (not requiring high-level approval, but taken in the course of information collection). Related to these is the concept
of counterintelligence. Counterintelligence is particularly relevant to cyber conflict for
both state and nonstate actors. As several participants noted, the same case officers
may “wear multiple hats” working for instance both in counterintelligence and covert
action (although there is a large degree of role specialization10). To the extent that
this overlapping activity occurs, it makes dichotomizing purely informational work
from other aspects problematic. In the interest of moving forward with first steps at
the 2016 State of the Field conference, participants settled on a discussion of statebased and primarily informational intelligence processes, leaving other facets of the
definition for potential future consideration.
Attribution, on the other hand, was defined as beliefs about the actor on the other end
of an exchange; that is, knowledge about an adversary’s identity. This is principally relevant for defenders seeking to trace their attackers. Also confidence-based and probabilistic, reliable attribution is critical for effective response in the event of an attack
(e.g. strategic deterrence, law enforcement, and countermeasures). Intelligence and
attribution play related roles: intelligence aids attribution, but each serves a separate
purpose. Under the 2016 panel’s definition, intelligence is proactive, informing threat
assessment and bolstering operational capability (both offensive and defensive).
Attribution, conversely, is reactive, typically coming into play only after an attack has
been enacted and detected. Both serve to inform political action.

10
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Specialization carries additional cost and organizational capacity requirements. If specialization leads to better intelligence, this may suggest that intelligence is indeed the privileged tool of highly complex players such as states.
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Within strategic dynamics, intelligence is extremely important. While Sun Tzu advises
“know thy enemy11,” Clausewitz points to the concept of friction: “Everything is very
simple in war, but the simplest thing is difficult12.” Intelligence analysis addresses both
prescriptions by helping decisionmakers account for uncertainties13.
Participants noted that intelligence may operate on four different levels: tactical,
operational, strategic, or political. The political level is about what another actor may
intend to do; the other levels are about what he/she has the ability to do and how to
best counter this. Because these levels are more central to a discussion of policy formulation or strategic dynamics, the Intelligence and Adversaries panel did not dwell
long on them: the key takeaway for participants is that the purpose of intelligence is
to provide leadership with information on these dimensions. Second, intelligence may
have three “types” or orientations: information gathering, threat warning and assessment, and damage assessment. First, intelligence aimed at gathering information
about an adversary might encompass his/her weak points, centers of gravity, and
capabilities. Here, information is gathered in three categories: operating environment,
adversary, and that adversary’s likely course of action. Second, intelligence can feed
into threat warning and assessment, providing information about the level of risk, both
in terms of defensive vulnerabilities and adversary capabilities. Third, intelligence
plays a role in damage assessment: how effective are operations in influencing an
adversary and/or how much damage has that adversary done?

11

Ames, Roger T., trans. 1993. Sun Tzu: The Art of Warfare. 1st edition. New York: Ballantine Books.

12

Clausewitz, Carl von. 1989. On War, Indexed Edition. Translated by Michael Eliot Howard and Peter Paret. Reprint edition.
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Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press.
13

Sun Tzu also wrote, “The general who wins a battle makes many calculations in his temple before the battle is fought.
The general who loses a battle makes but a few calculations beforehand. Thus many calculations lead to victory and
few calculations to defeat. It is by attention to this point that I can foresee who is likely to win or lose” (as quoted in Joint
Publication 6-12, supra).
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Intelligence is also understood to have a seven-step lifecycle: (1) formulation of informational needs, (2) data collection, (3) data processing/exploitation, (4) analysis, (5)
dissemination, (6) consumption, and (7) organizational feedback14.
How Cyber Intelligence is No Different
Participants achieved consensus readily on the following points:
•

This lifecycle framework is the same in cyber conflict, although
being good at them is another question. Whether these steps are
appropriate for cyber and how to get better at following them represent
interesting areas for academic research and program evaluation.

•

Many of the tools and tactics are the same: for example, attempts
to “flip” enemy agents or infiltrate their networks, as demonstrated
in the FBI’s takedown of hacktivist group Lulzsec15.

•

At least in the United States, clandestine and analysis roles are blurrier in cyber
than in traditional spaces. Specifically, Title 10, Title 18, and Title 50 operatives
are said to be “triple-hatting” as the United States blends both military and
classic intelligence functions (often facetiously termed “Title 78”). One
participant likened it to equipping U-2 Dragon Ladies—high-altitude spy planes
used by the US Air Force since the late 1950s—with JDAMs (Joint Direct Attack
Munitions, or “smart bombs”). Another analogy might be remotely piloted
aircraft (drones): although the technology to arm unmanned reconnaissance
platforms existed for many years prior to the MQ-1 Predator, there was said to
have been considerable hesitation in policy circles about whether the United
States would be justified in doing so. This mirrored a common progression,
as most weapons platforms began as reconnaissance platforms. Today
there is arguably no legal prohibition on equipping military-grade drones
with explosive ordnance, although many still disagree on moral or political

14

These seven steps are often collapsed into a smaller number; the State of the Field panel treated them as separate and
discrete. Whether nonstate entities employ a similar life cycle is an open question.
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Kopstein, Joshua. 2014. “How an FBI Informant Orchestrated LulzSec’s Hacking Spree.” The Daily Beast. June 6. http://
www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2014/06/06/how-an-fbi-informant-orchestrated-lulzsec-s-hacking-spree.html.

grounds. Similarly, State of the Field participants disagreed about whether
weaponizing platforms is legal or appropriate in the context of cyberspace16. At
least one participant advanced the notion that developments in contemporary
international relations mean compartmentalized functionalities are obsolete,
in much the same way that narcoterrorism revolutionized law enforcement.
•

Many participants theorized that considerably more intelligence is needed to
take action in cyberspace than in conventional dimensions. For instance, the
authors of the Stuxnet malware had to know quite a lot about the particular
centrifuge models their program was intended to disable. Some of the more
technical participants questioned this idea, hinting that research opportunities
exist to further synthesize what computer science experts know can be
done with what policy experts know is needed in a typical operation.

•

Although intelligence is often regarded as a pacifying force in the study of
international relations since it mitigates mutual fears about vulnerability,
clarifies or resolves misperceptions about relative strength or intentions,
and otherwise solves problems related to private information, this tendency
is complicated in the realm of cyber conflict. First, based on who is
affected: since a variety of players (including private actors) share network
infrastructure, the potential for collateral damage is endemic. Second,
intelligence collection in cyberspace is very often hard to distinguish from
the precursor to an attack, since both involve network intrusion. Clarifying
which is which can be costly and time-consuming, meaning determinations
about proportional response must sometimes be made without this
information inside windows of vulnerability and under conditions of extreme
uncertainty. This has adverse implications for deterrence and escalation.

•

The use of civilian infrastructure seems to be much more common
in cyber. For instance, one participant noted that Stuxnet was
accomplished using falsified Microsoft certificates. According
to this participant, the moral and legal obstacles to having an
operative pose as a Microsoft technician in real life are higher.

16

It should be pointed out, however, that unlike drones, however, there seems to have been much less hesitation to merge
camera and gun in the cyber context.
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Participants raised the point but could not agree where the line between military and
civilian infrastructure should be drawn or where it is being drawn in practice. This issue strikes at the heart of a policy priority for the US government: the diffusion of the
norm against economic espionage. The dual-use nature of cyber infrastructure, coupled with the interconnectedness of a multitude of actors, might mean that disentangling “economic” from “strategic” intelligence craft might be more difficult than it is in
traditional spaces. This only intensifies the difficulty of making practical distinctions
between intelligence collection and covert action, a problem that one participant argued “goes back to the founding of the [US] republic.” Another complication is that to
a large degree these same intelligence tools are available to nonstate actors, including private companies who might wish to use them to gain an economic edge. These
elements hint that economic actors will play a much more central (and autonomous)
role in cyber conflict than previously envisioned.
Mapping “Attribution”
The great irony is that, although cyberspace is literally constituted by a superabundance of data, attribution in the domain is considered inherently difficult and anonymity easy to maintain17. This is one of the most common motifs in the cyber conflict
literature. It is true that detection and differentiation are systematically problematic.
Yet despite the conventional wisdom and known difficulties, attribution is possible:
“there really is a smoking gun18,” as successful past indictments show19. The difficulty
of attribution is a “fixation,” according to Jason Healey, who argues it is often merely a
mental trap20. There was widespread agreement among participants on

17

“Joint Publication 3-12 (R): Cyberspace Operations.” 2013. http://www.dtic.mil/doctrine/new_pubs/jp3_12R.pdf. Web. See
also Libicki, Martin C. 2009. “Cyberdeterrence and Cyberwar.” RAND Corporation.

18

1996 Defense Science Board Report, supra.

19

e.g. Mitnick, Kevin, Steve Wozniak, and William L. Simon. 2012. Ghost in the Wires: My Adventures as the World’s Most
Wanted Hacker. New York: Back Bay Books.

20
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Healey, Jason. 2012. “Beyond Attribution: Seeking National Responsibility in Cyberspace.” Atlantic Council. February 22.
http://www.atlanticcouncil.org/publications/issue-briefs/beyond-attribution-seeking-national-responsibility-in-cyberspace.

Figure 2.

Purpose

Description

Why Attribution
is Important

Insurance Claims

Valuable for prevention, risk
management strategies

Law Enforcement

Must identify perpetrators beyond a
reasonable doubt (in domestic context)

Deterrence

Effective deterrence requires the
ability to selectively punich violators

Countermeasures

Coercive/retailatory instruments
must clearly link punishment
with noncompliance

this view. Because so much of the cyber conflict literature is based on the premise
that attribution is hard (or impossible), many of our theories may need revisiting21.
How is attribution accomplished? The short answer is through technical network
forensics. When an attack occurs, digital footprints can be traced from the scene of
the crime. Yet, as participants recognized, there is an important qualitative difference
between (1) identifying the machine from which an attack appears to have originated
(although it may have been routed through several others on its way to the target),
(2) identifying the person behind the keyboard of the actual computer used to launch
the attack and the country in which it is located, and (3) determining whether a higher
authority is responsible for ordering the attack. A number of creative techniques have
been devised to parse these differences. Attack indicators can be generally placed in
one of three categories:
•

Indicators of Compromise (IOCs): technical details; digital footprints22

21

Distributed Cloud Delivery Networks and totalitarian government may also be systematically squeezing anonymity out of
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the internet for private actors. See Schneier, Bruce. 2013. “The Battle for Power on the Internet.” The Atlantic, October 24.
http://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2013/10/the-battle-for-power-on-the-internet/280824/.
22

Denning, Dorothy E. 1999. Information Warfare and Security. Essex, UK, UK: Addison-Wesley Longman Ltd; Andress,
Jason. 2015. “Working with Indicators of Compromise.” ISSA. https://c.ymcdn.com/sites/www.issa.org/resource/
resmgr/journalpdfs/feature0515.pdf.
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•

Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures (TTPs): observations about
behavior consistent with that of known adversaries (not necessarily
digital, but observed digitally23). This could include whether attack
patterns appear to correlate with religious holidays, particular
working hours, or, in the case of states, foreign policy priorities.

•

Human Intelligence (intelligence gathered non-digitally)

Techniques have become increasing sophisticated in recent years. Cyber forensics has moved from its reliance on isolated IOCs in the late 1990s, to incredibly
detailed iterated pattern analysis based on TTPs, to machine learning algorithms
and “kill chain modeling24,” to diplomatic indices25. Ideally, attribution is based on
repeated observation, matching IOCs with TTPs and supplementing with diplomatic
factors or human intelligence26. In practice, however, these methods take time and
are resource-intensive. It may be the case that targets (particularly governments
in time-sensitive instances) sometimes consider imperfect or partial attribution as
“good enough,” relying on rudimentary cui bono (who benefits?) tests27. One problem
noted by the participants is that there is no agreed-upon standard of evidence; the
burden of proof varies with the preferred response option, but the preferred response
ought to depend on what is known about the attack. Because evidence is endogenous
to retaliation in this way, inference problems abound. Second, depending on what the

23

“Tactical Cyber Intelligence.” 2015. Intelligence and National Security Alliance (INSA) Cyber Intelligence Task Force. http://
www.insaonline.org/i/d/a/b/TacticalCyber.aspx.

24

Hutchins, Eric M., Michael J. Cloppert, and Rohan M. Amin. “Intelligence-driven computer network defense informed by
analysis of adversary campaigns and intrusion kill chains.” Leading Issues in Information Warfare & Security Research 1
(2011): 80.

25

Healey, Jason. 2011. “The Spectrum of National Responsibility for Cyberattacks.” Brown Journal of International Affairs.
https://www.brown.edu/initiatives/journal-world-affairs/sites/brown.edu.initiatives.journal-world-affairs/files/private/articles/18.1_Healey.pdf.

26

A minority of participants disagreed with the word choice of “ideal” or “sophisticated,” preferring to describe these techniques as merely the most “common.”
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n.b. Libicki, supra) cautions us against overreliance on cui bono tests, which are not proof, can create new enemies when
improperly applied, and may inadvertently implicate innocent parties.

accepted threshold is, how can lower-capability victims meet it? Articulating universal
standards for evidence is an avenue for much-needed future research–the task of the
legal panel.
Given what we know about attribution, exactly how easy or reliable does it seem
to be? One participant voiced the refrain that attack is easy in cyberspace because
“defense has to be right 100 percent of the time, but offense needs only to be right
once.” On the subject of attribution, however, the participant argued that the situation
is actually reversed. While perhaps this is true, it is far from satisfying. The relationship between offense and defense in the former statement is often said to mean that
offense is “dominant” (in other words, that it is the more cost-effective of the two).
Can attribution really be said to be dominant over anonymity, however, if attackers are
identified correctly in only one out of several hundred attacks?
Participants raised a separate caveat, noting that “prompt” attribution is still difficult.28
Attribution is expedited when the victim is already in the adversary’s networks, though
of course this can work both ways. Participants were divided over whether the lack
of promptness has practical implications for deterrence29. The majority, however, was
of the opinion that attribution ease decreases in parallel with attack intensity. Specifically, passive attacks (diversions, interceptions) are much harder to trace than bona
fide “attacks” that manipulate data or degrade capabilities, especially as the timeline
extends.
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These aspects illustrate that attribution technology is an incredibly powerful tool but
that it can also be misused30. The data may be well mapped, but effective attribution
still requires enhanced algorithmic models and humans in the loop. Similarly, although

28

Of course, what counts as “prompt” is debatable.

29

At least in terms of international law, it does (see Damrosch, Lori, Louis Henkin, Sean Murphy, and Hans Smit. 2009.
International Law, Cases and Materials, 5th edition. St. Paul, Minn: West). Immediacy may also be required for self-defense purposes: for example, in the classic and incredibly prescient fictional movie WarGames (1983), North American
Aerospace Defense Command (NORAD) is placed on high alert after teenager David (Matthew Broderick) accidentally
hacks into a military mainframe and triggers a simulation. Had the US military initially attributed the hack to a kid from
the suburbs, the countdown to World War III might have been avoided.

30

To say nothing of civil liberties concerns, which although merits discussion is a highly politicized subject that lies beyond
the scope of this chapter.
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cyberattacks are launched through computers, it is important to remember that there
are humans on both ends. As a result, much can be learned through studying human
behavior and human error (although inferences can also be biased or corrupted on the
receiving end, as well). Suspicions are easy to confirm, but victims may only be on the
lookout for confirmatory evidence while conveniently overlooking or ignoring contradictory information. This can lead to what statisticians call “Type II” errors–false
positives–as victims search for someone to blame.
Moving Forward
Intelligence
Does existing theory on this topic take intelligence for granted? Per the Clausewitz
quote supra, we know that things rarely go exactly according to plan in conflict–perhaps even less so in cyber conflict, where interconnectedness and heightened uncertainty make consequences unpredictable. Although it may be possible to theorize
about how intelligence works and confers advantages under ideal conditions, the
intelligence life cycle may work more slowly or overlook critical pieces of information,
since adversaries in cyberspace are potentially stealthier. A full-fledged study (and
not just a white paper) on how cyber intelligence per se works is very much needed,
although for reasons of secrecy it may be difficult to execute such a project. In the
meantime, scholarly research ought to focus more on how cyber methods differ from
those of traditional intelligence craft. The first priority should be confirming that the
life cycle outlined above indeed reflects practice, yet there has been little discussion
devoted to this question (even in Joint Publication 3-12, which deals expressly with
several aspects). Participants shared full consensus on this point.
Another challenge is that most of what we think we know is Western-centric and
introspective, yet cross-national context is paramount. Participants agreed with this
point, but were divided over where the comparison ought to be drawn. Among various
aspects, such as a host country’s institutions, organizational tendencies, culture, ideological salience, religious background, the cognitive aspects of its leaders or hackers, its international relationships, normative subscriptions, legal doctrine, and so on,
which are most important for understanding behavior, and do they influence behavior
differently in cyberspace?
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It may be worth exploring perception about effects to a greater degree, as well: damage assessment is in many ways easier in the physical world. For instance, a bomb
crater is visible to the naked eye and can be spotted with a reconnaissance flyover or

satellite. Returning to a hostile network to assess cyber damage is less often feasible.
Being confident about having completely analyzed the damage to one’s own systems
in the wake of an attack is also a challenging proposition. How do we understand
what we have accomplished? How does the adversary? How do they understand what
we understand, and vice versa?
A final point is how to best define “economic espionage.” The difficulties therein have
already been discussed supra, but the magnitude of this problem merits mentioning it
again. For example, the following hypothetical was posed for the participants: an unnamed state steals radar technology and distributes it to national companies to build
better stealth capabilites for military use. A plurality of participants agreed that this
constitutes a legitimate (if not strictly legal) act because it serves national defense
purposes. When the state was instead said to have stolen the technology in order to
sell it on the market, however, participants were more inclined to call this economic
espionage. Individual participants raised several possibilities. For instance, perhaps
it depends on whether the receiving company exports the technology or sell it only to
the state’s military. Or perhaps it depends on whether the company sells the technology itself rather than simply equipment produced with it. Maybe it also depends on
whether the technology is an innovation that is later adapted to commercial purposes
for profit or is of a dual-use nature to begin with. Some were uncomfortable with any
allowances, arguing that espionage with any ramifications for commercial activity represented a form of neo-mercantilism. Again, as with the above issues, this might also
be a culture- or society-specific concern requiring better international dialogue instead
of punitive rules or threats.
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Attribution
The discussion yielded several conclusions for attribution and adversaries, too. Participants felt that attackers and defenders are both getting smarter. Although it remains
to be seen whether attribution technology will eventually outpace attackers’ ability
to hide, the evidence thus far suggests that forensic ability is keeping pace. Knowing who was behind an attack may never be perfectly certain, but the ability to make
educated guesses allows states to hold their attackers responsible. However, whether responsibility leads to accountability is another question: the requisite degree of
confidence depends on the response one wishes to adopt, which is of course contingent on one’s ability to execute that response. Furthermore, the amount of evidence
necessary to convince defenders may not be sufficient to persuade others. Finally,
the burden of proof under lex lata in international law may not even be obtainable for
common attacks (see Chapter 6 in this same volume).
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Although security researchers are professionals, attribution and decisionmaking
(especially in time-sensitive environments) may be hampered by cognitive and motivational biases, path dependence or outmoded standard operating procedures, biological factors, emotions and affectations, imperfect information, or stress31 32 33 34.
An enormous body of political science and political psychology literature deals with
these factors. We know little about how they operate in cyber conflict as opposed to
conventional conflict, but the shortening of the time horizon, heightened technical
complexity, and maximization of the uncertainty condition predicts that sound decisionmaking might actually be more difficult35.
A number of participants believed that making the leap from immediate perpetrators
to responsible parties is something with which technical indicators struggle. Healey’s
work offers some solutions to defenders themselves who can use his framework to
make policy choices, but the burden of proof problem is still in many ways in the eye
of the beholder for international audiences and international law36. The majority disagreed with this assessment, arguing, for instance, that experiences in recent years
have confirmed all our suspicions. However, the threat of false positives is real. Similarly, our beliefs about who our adversaries are may be self-reinforcing; we should
want to be able to recognize changes in adversaries’ policies when they do occur.
While current attribution technologies can be sufficient to impugn attackers, the need
for clearer and universal standards of evidence is indisputable. Until this point is
resolved, countries will continue to operate based on disparate perceptions about the
permissibility of attack and response.

31

Jervis, Robert L. 1970. The Logic of Images in International Relations. Reissue edition. New York, N.Y.: Columbia
University Press.
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Mercer, Jonathan. 2013. “Emotion and Strategy in the Korean War.” International Organization 67 (2): 221–52.

33

McDermott, Rose. 2004. Political Psychology in International Relations. University of Michigan Press.

34

Yarhi-Milo, Keren. 2014. Knowing the Adversary. Princeton University Press.

35

One participant also suggested “hangovers” be added to the list.

36

Id, 2011.

Attacker motivations (political vs. criminal vs. pranksterism) are unobservable and
can only be inferred, yet they are crucial for determining the source and formulating
an appropriate response. If motives can only be inferred and not directly observed,
are they really a useful indicator or simply a proxy for other indicators37? Judgments
can be biased either when one’s analysis is flawed or when the information used to
derive the analysis is incorrect or incomplete. Advanced techniques (which break the
reliance on isolated IOCs and cui bono tests) help defenders avoid the pitfalls of bias,
but crucially, they hinge on repeated observation (and detection in the first place).
Until the learning process converges on a likely suspect, attackers act with impunity.
In this regard, defense and risk management strategies are paramount as first lines
of defense. Learning can be sped up through information-sharing procedures, something the US Department of Homeland Security and others have strongly advocated
in recent years38, although private-public sector cooperation hinges also on trust (a
constant tension39). The movement especially among private companies away from
static defense and toward active prevention (“anticipatory intelligence”) has arguably
yielded only mixed results40. On a more optimistic note, although isolated attacks may
carry the advantage from an attribution standpoint, they tend to be less operationally
effective for aggressors. When attacks are severe, they are likelier to be part of
pervasive campaigns, in which case the perpetrators are likelier to be identified (all
else equal).

37

Or inherent beliefs, when not backed by any evidence.

38

https://www.dhs.gov/topic/cybersecurity-information-sharing

39

For examples, see Lillington, Karlin. 2015. “Microsoft Irish Data Case Raises Critical Issues for Cloud Computing.”
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The Irish Times. April 23. http://www.irishtimes.com/business/technology/microsoft-irish-data-case-raises-critical-issues-for-cloud-computing-1.2186247; Selyukh, Alina, and Camila Domonoske. 2016. “Apple, The FBI
And iPhone Encryption: A Look At What’s At Stake.” NPR.org. February 17, 2016. http://www.npr.org/sections/
thetwo-way/2016/02/17/467096705/apple-the-fbi-and-iphone-encryption-a-look-at-whats-at-stake.
40

“Operational Levels of Cyber Intelligence.” 2013. Intelligence and National Security Alliance (INSA) Cyber Intelligence Task
Force. http://www.insaonline.org/i/d/a/Resources/CyberIntel_WP.aspx; Perlroth, Nicole. 2016. “The Chinese Hackers in
the Back Office.” The New York Times, June 11. http://www.nytimes.com/2016/06/12/technology/the-chinese-hackersin-the-back-office.html. Several participants from this sector pushed back against this argument, although it was unclear
whether they were in the minority or majority.
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The last step in the intelligence life cycle, “feedback,” is also missing. Because we
cannot know how poor intelligence was in the early days of cyber conflict, it is hard
to know whether states have improved. One participant asked, for example, whether
the famous Rose Garden agreement between Chinese President Xi and US President
Obama has led to better outcomes or whether, if China is responsible for hacking the
United States, it has simply gotten better at hiding it41. The movement toward greater
levels of information sharing may provide a basis for evaluation moving forward. For
instance, if the private sector begins to disclose more breaches, the US government
can better estimate the proportion of attacks that it failed to detect and thwart independently. Lastly, this criticism may not be unique to cyber.
Conclusion
Participants were also able to reach consensus fairly easy on many of the major
points, suggesting that although little documentary research is available to date, a
coherent body of knowledge is alive in the minds of expert practitioners and scholars.
The downside, of course, is that this body of knowledge still has numerous gaps. The
twin topics of intelligence and attribution still lack common definitions, a taxonomy,
and universally-recognized standards42. This is perhaps the most important near-term
task for researchers and policymakers.
Another question is how much the field has grown over the years. Many of the most
important documents on these topics were written in the 1990s. Are key ideas really
so constant in cyber intelligence, or are our theories in need of an update? Certainly
we may be in need of institutional innovation: intelligence needs are seen by some to
be outpacing intelligence organizations authorities, as evidenced from the “Title 78”
discussion.
Also missing (in addition to those items portrayed in Figure 1) is a discussion on
threat warning capabilities as a tactical concept (differentiated from threat assessment, which deals with a more preventative and strategic outlook). How like

41

“Remarks by President Obama and President Xi of the People’s Republic of China in Joint Press Conference.”
2015. Whitehouse.gov. September 25. https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2015/09/25/
remarks-president-obama-and-president-xi-peoples-republic-china-joint.
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Some participants were careful to point out that a considerable amount of data has
been pooling for some time now at consulting and insurance firms. We may be growing closer to a world in which attack data is less proprietary and more available, which
would be a boon for both scholars and analysts. This raises the question, however,
of where such data should be “racked and stacked.” Who should be responsible for
maintaining it? Who should be granted access? Who will decide these issues?
Finally, when thinking about attribution, how should we think about the role of the
private sector? Does the proliferation of cybersecurity research and consulting firms
indicate that government has fallen short on its commitment to assist private actors,
or is it a consciously more efficient way of delegating the task to a set of agents
with deeper expertise? Or, in some places perhaps, is it hacking for hire–the modern
equivalent of a Letter of Marque? Is this optimal, and if so why? In an international
context, how far should these entities be allowed to go to protect client interests?
Most germane to our discussion, what sort of authority does the private sector have
to make attributions and what are the political implications for governments? These
questions, although relevant to attribution, may be better left to the law panel in future
conferences.
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conventional spaces is threat warning in cyberspace? Are there lessons to be learned
from the nuclear age, or is cyber conflict too unique43?

Operationally, intelligence and attribution is “messier” in cyberspace. Intelligence
is accustomed to being an art, a craft. The technical parameters of cyberspace put
pressure on it to become a science, but the nuance of politics is lost in science. Politically, these issues are also messier: the dual-use nature of cyber infrastructure means
economic espionage is no longer cleanly compartmentalized from more “legitimate”
forms of spying, with adverse implications for the growth of international norms as
well as the risk of escalation in crises. In many ways, however, the cyber process resembles traditional intelligence work. This yields a promising starting point. Our task
now must be to deduce how cyberspace skews predicted outcomes. The Intelligence
& Adversaries panel at the 2016 State of the Field conference succeeded in mining
some of the most important topics in these areas, but many more opportunities for
research exist. •

43

A parallel explored at length by Herb Lin in several 2014-2016 talks.
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Introduction
Strategy is a critical element of statecraft. It is at the intersection of national policy
and the operational and tactical levels of warfare. Outcomes at the strategic level are
decisive and can spell victory or defeat for governments. Despite the clear importance
of strategy, the scholarly literature on the strategic dynamics of cyber conflict is still
emerging. Furthermore, policymakers have yet to agree on key strategic principles for
the use of cyber power. Therefore, this chapter identifies four key issues: the nature
of power in cyberspace; deterrence and compellence; attribution and the implications
of having multiple actors operating in this domain; and achieving strategic stability in
cyberspace.
Power
The central question of power, put simply, is: power over whom, and for what purpose? Despite the apparent simplicity of this question, there has been a longstanding
debate in the traditional international relations literature regarding definitions of the
nature of power, as well as how it should be measured. In realist terms, state power
is defined solely in terms of military power (i.e., the capabilities associated with the
organized use of force to deny, deter, coerce, or swagger). However, even in this realm
there are debates regarding how military power should be defined, in particular, whether military power should be conceived of as a quantitative metric that reflects a state’s
objective warfighting capabilities (e.g., manpower, material, industrial base, etc.), or
whether qualitative measures of military power that center on force employment,
doctrine, and strategic culture (which, of course, are more difficult to measure) merit
inclusion.
Critics of the exclusive focus on military power counter that other aspects of power,
such as economic power, diplomatic power, informational power, and soft power, are
as important—if not more important—than military power. This debate has become
particularly salient in the wake of the fall of the Soviet Union and the alleged irrelevance of traditional conceptions of power and arguments about the futility of using
military power to achieve political objectives.
There have also been debates in the international relations literature regarding whether power, regardless of its conception in military or non-military terms, is a relative
concept (i.e., power is only relevant vis-à-vis another actor) or an absolute one. This
distinction is linked to the debate surrounding absolute versus relative gains.
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The concept of power in cyberspace remains contested. In many ways, these debates
mirror debates in the conventional realm, namely, whether cyber power should be
conceived of primarily in military terms—the capabilities associated with launching
coercive campaigns to punish an adversary and impose one’s will—or in economic,
diplomatic, or informational terms. The latter group conceptualizes cyber power in
terms of the capabilities associated with attaining access for the purposes of gaining
information to exploit an economic or bargaining advantage.
Measuring cyber capabilities is also incredibly challenging. In terms of absolute
capabilities, it is difficult to develop a near-universal metric due to the unique nature
of each target and the corresponding uniqueness of the cyber tool that must be developed to access and exploit it. In sharp contrast to nuclear warfare, cyber conflict does
not have the luxury of the predictable, repeatable effects associated with the physics
of nuclear detonations, and must factor in the specific attack surface and vulnerabilities of the target network to assess the success or failure of an attack. Metrics that
may be relevant for this domain are also wide in scope, to include software and hardware development and the technical skill of a state’s workforce. Moreover, there are
debates regarding whether quantitative metrics are more important than qualitative
ones. The relevance of one type of metric versus another will largely depend on the
objective at stake in the use of cyber power. In terms of relative capabilities, assessing relative strength in cyber space is also problematic given that many capabilities
are custom-tailored to a particular target system, and that these capabilities often
have a shelf life because they rely on access to vulnerabilities that could be patched
by the time they need to be exploited.
Similar to debates in the conventional literature regarding the decisiveness of any
given capability (most notably, discussions surrounding whether air power alone
can achieve decisive political outcomes, or whether this capability is only useful in
conjunction with ground forces), there has been considerable discussion regarding
cyber power’s utility as an independent instrument of state power. Some cyber power
enthusiasts have claimed that states can use cyber means alone to achieve decisive
outcomes in warfare; however, the prevailing consensus is that cyber means are most
useful in tandem with conventional ones. This is due to the simple fact that it is difficult to impose sufficiently high costs on an adversary to force a decisive concession.
Unlike conventional munitions, which destroy whatever target they hit, there is no
universal lethality of cyber weaponry—the latter must be tailored to specific targets.
Moreover, the planning that would need to go into a cyber campaign is tremendous
and, at this point in the evolution of cyberwarfare, poses significant developmental
and testing costs. Of course, this is liable to change in the future if the interdependence of networks continues to progress at its current rate and the Internet of Things
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becomes more of a reality, because this would create more vulnerabilities with
fewer redundancies.
The above discussion suggests several critical research questions that illuminate key
aspects of the nature of cyber power:
•

•
•

How is power defined in the state system
and how might definitions of cyber power overlap with and differ from them?
Is cyber power primarily useful as a
relative or an absolute concept?
Does cyber power have an independent military utility, or is it primarily a tool of information warfare?

•

•

How useful are other frameworks, such as
those pertaining to chemical, biological, and
nuclear capabilities, for understanding the
nature and applicability of cyber power?
How might the evolving nature of
cyberwarfare change existing assumptions about its dynamics?

Deterrence and Compellence
Coercion, as distinct from brute force, is the manipulation of threats and incentives
to change an adversary’s behavior through changing her calculations about the costs
and benefits of particular courses of action. Thomas Schelling distinguishes between
two types of coercion: deterrence and compellence (typically, other scholars use coercion and compellence interchangeably).
Deterrence at its core is fundamentally status quo-oriented—it threatens to impose
costs on an adversary in excess of the target’s valuation of the objective it seeks to
achieve if the target alters its behavior in a manner the deterring state finds objectionable. Deterrence succeeds if nothing changes and the prevailing status quo remains.
Deterrence can be achieved through two means: denial (where a state prevents an adversary from taking action against it through convincing the latter that it will surely be
defeated or incur unpalatable costs in her attempt to surmount the deterring state’s
defenses) and punishment (where a state threatens to impose immeasurable pain
and suffering on an adversary’s civilian population and society).
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The literature on deterrence has been most developed in the context of nuclear
weapons. This literature grappled with two interrelated questions, particularly from
the perspective of US foreign policy and grand strategy. First, how could the United
States deter a Soviet conventional assault against Western Europe, where the latter
had a conventional advantage? Second, assuming the answer to the first question
was a policy of first use of nuclear weapons, how could mutual nuclear deterrence be

achieved such that the two nuclear-armed superpowers could avoid a civilization-ending nuclear exchange? These two questions also point to the distinction between
direct and extended deterrence, with the latter focused on deterring an adversary from
attacking an ally by claiming that the allies’ interests are just as integral as one’s own.
Central to deterrence, particularly nuclear deterrence, is the notion of credibility. The
efficacy of the US nuclear umbrella relied on credibility—the extent to which the target believes the United States will escalate to nuclear warfare in defense of its allies’
interests. So too, the stability that followed from mutually assured destruction relied
on each side believing that the other was really crazy enough to risk nuclear war to
achieve a given political objective—the gains of which would surely be outweighed by
the costs of achieving it. Academics and policymakers, therefore, sought to find ways
to enhance the credibility of a deterrent threat. These methods included trip-wire forces, engaging in brinksmanship, the so-called “madman theory,” automaticity, and other
means that eliminated the flexibility of the deterring state.
There is also a relatively small literature on conventional deterrence, which is more
focused on deterrence through denial. Nuclear weapons made deterrence through denial irrelevant, because they enabled a state to inflict pain and suffering on an enemy
population while bypassing its armed forces.
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In contrast, compellence involves issuing threats or the limited application of force to
change an adversary’s behavior. It is generally assumed that compellence is harder to
achieve than deterrence because of the very public and observable nature of the concession, which leads the target to lose face (deterrence is harder to observe). Indeed,
empirical literature has demonstrated that successful militarized compellent threats
are few and far between. A significant literature has also developed around the utility
of air power as a tool of compellence. However, strong divides remain regarding its
effectiveness.
In the cyber domain, much of the debate among academics has been focused on
whether it is possible to deter unwanted actions in cyberspace, and whether this is
most likely to be achieved through a denial or a spunishment strategy. There are three
issues related to deterrence in cyberspace: whether cyber means can be used to deter
unwanted action in cyberspace; whether cyber means can be used to deter unwanted action in conventional domains; and whether conventional means can be used to
deter unwanted action in cyberspace. The literature has primarily focused on how to
deter unwanted actions in cyberspace without disaggregating the three issues above.
Therefore, while the prevailing consensus regarding deterrence in cyberspace is that
it is incredibly difficult to achieve, its difficulty may only stem from cyber-on-cyber
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deterrence. It is entirely plausible that a state could successfully deter an unwanted
action in cyberspace through linking it to a conventional response, provided the threat
of the latter was credible.
The literature has identified several factors that make deterrence in cyberspace difficult. First, problems of attribution could undermine deterrence through obscuring the
source of the deterrent threat, absent some coupling mechanism. Second, deterrence
through punishment in cyberspace is nearly impossible given the current state of the
field, whereby an overwhelming campaign to deliver devastating pain and suffering
on an enemy population is not yet feasible. However, this may change as technology changes. Third, deterrence through denial is difficult due to the perceived ease
of offensive operations and the fact that there are always vulnerabilities an attacker
can exploit. Fourth, the multiplicity of actors in cyberspace complicate deterrence
because it may not be clear who needs to be deterred and difficult to identify what
they value in order to affect their cost-benefit calculus. There is a plethora of actors
actively engaged in this domain, which run the gamut from nation states to criminal
organizations, individual hackers, patriotic groups, private corporations, terrorist organizations, and others.
While the academic literature has begun to explore the conditions under which deterrence can be achieved in cyberspace, few scholars have tackled the issue of
compellence in cyberspace. Many of the same problems associated with deterrence
in cyberspace also apply to compellence. It is important to note, however, that reassurance plays a particularly important role in compellence, especially in the context
of the limited application of force. If the target does not believe that compliance will
result in the cessation of punishment, there is little incentive to comply. Reassuring a
target in cyberspace is difficult due to problems of command and control—it may be
difficult to put the genie back in the bottle once a capability is unleashed. Compellent
threats also engage the target’s reputation, making face-saving mechanisms more
important. It is unclear how this can be done effectively in cyberspace.
Further unpacking the nature of deterrence and compellence, which are central the
conduct of strategy, is imperative for effective use of cyber power. Questions on this
front include:
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•

•

Which insights from the conventional and
nuclear deterrence literatures are applicable
to the study of cyber deterrence, and which
fall short? What does this suggest about
the nature of deterrence in cyberspace?
In the context of cyber deterrence,
what is the relationship between the cyber domain and other domains, both in
terms of the behavior to be deterred as
well as the means of deterrence?

•

•
•
•

Despite the structural challenges to cyber deterrence, why have significant strategic vulnerabilities and the widespread
availability of attack tools not resulted
in large-scale attacks? Is a tacit deterrent holding that we don’t understand?
What is the logic of coercion in cyberspace?
Is it possible to deter nonstate
actors in cyberspace?
How does one conduct a cost-benefit analysis of cyber punishment?

Attribution and Multiple Actors
States take measures to avoid attribution in conventional domains because they value
plausible deniability. Typically, states do so because they want to either hide their activities from domestic audiences or allies, or they want to avoid conflict escalation or
retaliation by an adversary. Governments may also want to obscure their association
with certain activities if they violate international laws or norms, or would otherwise
undermine the states’ reputation. States can obscure their footprints by operating
through covert or clandestine means, which often includes working with proxy groups
and other intermediaries to distance the government from operations on the ground.
From a strategic perspective, there may be tradeoffs between plausible deniability and
effectiveness, and governments may encounter difficulties controlling the behavior of
the proxies on their payrolls.
Issues associated with attribution in cyberspace differ from conventional domains,
primarily due to the greater difficulties associated with the former. Put simply, governments have to go to great lengths in conventional domains to hide their activities due
to the relative ease of attribution. Absent significant efforts to conceal the origins of
an attack, targets in conventional domains can easily identify its source. Conversely,
attribution presents far greater hurdles in cyberspace, despite the fact that governments are improving their attribution capabilities. Attribution is hard for a number
of reasons. From a technical perspective, actors can spoof the source of an attack,
and even if a government can ascertain the location of an attack with a high degree
of confidence, the opacity of command and control means that there could be little
certainty about who was sitting at the keyboard at the time of the attack. Furthermore,
a number of attribution techniques rely on pattern analysis, to include target sets,
timing of the attack, and methodology, as well as unique signatures embedded in the
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code. Attribution can also be corroborated with some degree of confidence by analyzing contextual political cues, such as an ongoing conventional operation that occurs
simultaneous to a cyberattack. However, a savvy operator may still spoof these attibution technqiues. The highest degree of attribution can be attained if a target has
preexisting access to the state issuing the attack and witnesses an attack occurring
in real time; however, there may be incentives not to reveal this information because
doing so could compromise the access vector.
Complicating problems of attribution is the multiplicity of actors operating in cyberspace, as mentioned above. Governments could employ many of these actors as
proxy groups when the former lack the capabilities to engage in certain kinds of cyberattacks or seek to conduct plausibly deniable attacks. Some of the same problems
associated with proxy warfare in the traditional sense also manifest in cyberspace.
In recent events, political leaders have demonstrated a greater willingness to attribute
cyberattacks to governments as well as nonstate groups. Furthermore, the private
sector has developed more sophisticated capabilities to attribute attacks against
infrastructure, systems, and intellectual property, exploiting their sensors within customer networks to which the government does not have ready access. Moreover,
policymakers have become more inclined to publicly substantiate attributional claims
made by private cybersecurity corporations. Altogether, this suggests that we are likely to observe public attributions occurring with greater frequency in the future. However, this could create unanticipated consequences. To wit, increased public attribution
may push governments to rely more on proxy groups, because these relationship
support more ambiguous command and control to enable plausible deniability and allow states to surmount the greater ease of technical attribution. Some questions that
might expand our understanding of attribution dynamics include:
•
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What are the strategic implications of attribution problems? What aspect of the
attribution problem poses greater difficulty for governments—technical barrier to attribution or political ones?

•
•
•

To what extent does attribution impact the
range of responses available to governments?
Can the attribution problem be quantified?
What dangers do states employing cyber proxies pose? What policy prescriptions follow from this?
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During the Cold War, the conditions under which strategic stability could be achieved
were of paramount concern to academics and policymakers, as the superpowers
sought to avoid cataclysmic nuclear war. Nuclear deterrence, as described above,
created stability at the systemic level, because the threat of mutually assured destruction, which rested on secure second strike capabilities, negated a first strike advantage in a nuclear exchange. However, the stability of mutual deterrence also led to the
stability-instability paradox. This meant that, while the nuclear-armed superpowers
were deterred from a strategic nuclear exchange, this very stability at the systemic
level enabled them to engage in low-level conflict (precisely because nuclear deterrence took nuclear war and attacks against the homeland off the table). Paradoxically,
however, this low-level conflict could create instability and threaten to spiral into a
nuclear engagement—the very thing that was supposed to be unthinkable.
As demonstrated above, mutual deterrence is problematic in cyberspace. Therefore,
the domain is more likely to suffer from problems of cyber instability. These challenges are exacerbated by the fact that there are few norms governing acceptable behavior in cyberspace, contributing to additional problems of misperception and crisis
instability. While the logic of the stability-instability paradox is not perfectly applicable
to cyberspace because the stability of nuclear deterrence is not present in this domain, there are nevertheless some lessons we can derive from the idea that when
certain courses of action are defined as outside of the realm of the plausible, that may
enable risk-taking behavior that contributes to instability. Put differently, it is widely
accepted by policymakers and scholars that a cyber Armageddon is unlikely to occur.
This may unintentionally enable more risk-taking behavior by governments in cyberspace if they believe they can get away with cyberattacks, due to problems of attribution, revisionist aspirations, or ambiguous norms governing acceptable responses and
proportionality.
Arms control regimes have also contributed to systemic stability through changing
the incentive structures states have for going to war. In practice, this involves mechanisms for transparency and information sharing, crisis prevention, arms limitations
(both quality and quantity), and shaping policies for arms employed during conflict.
Once an arms control agreement has been reached, the key aspects that contribute
to its effectiveness include monitoring, compliance, and enforcement. Monitoring
for compliance in cyberspace is nearly impossible because no government would be
willing to grant access to sensitive networks. Moreover, the ease of defection makes
whatever access may be granted to a monitoring authority irrelevant. Historically,
when sensitive accesses were required for compliance, states have relied on national
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technical means, such as overhead collections, to monitor for compliance. However,
the equivalent of national technical means in cyberspace would require conducting
espionage against these sensitive networks, which may further add to instability if the
intent of these operations is misinterpreted. Finally, attribution problems complicate
enforcement of arms control regimes.
A final factor in the international relations literature concerning stability is the distribution of power in the system, with power defined as military capabilities. While most
scholars would agree that the international system is currently unipolar, the cyber domain is the only area where the unipole faces near-peer competitors. In other words,
while the international system is unipolar, the cyber system is multipolar. This has
interesting implications for stability. Debates surrounding the stability of multipolar
systems remain unsettled in the realist paradigm. Related to this are the stability implications associated with the offense-defense balance, the cult of the offensive, and
prevailing doctrines. Multipolarity in cyberspace is likely to be more destabilizing than
in the conventional realm due to the difficulties described above concerning how we
measure cyber capabilities are measured—there are no measures of relative strength.
Moreover, states may be willing to act in revisionist ways due to attributional issues,
believe they can overcome asymmetries of power that exist in the physical domains
of warfare. Regarding these issues, future research questions include:
•
•

What are the conditions under which the
cyber system is stable versus unstable?
How should we define stability in the cyber domain?

•
•

What does cyber arms control
look like? Is it achievable?
How can governments best build redundancy and resiliency to ensure survivability?
What are the priorities of survivability?

Conclusion
The field of cybersecurity studies is wide open for scholars to make meaningful contributions that directly impact national security policy. In many ways, this resembles
the early years of the Cold War, when the uncertainty surrounding the implications of
nuclear weapons and bipolarity created an opportunity for academics to play a significant role in strategic thought and practice. During the Cold War, it took the Cuban
Missile Crisis for governments to truly recognize the gravity of the issues at stake.
Hopefully, it will not take a comparable crisis in cyberspace to prompt academics and
policymakers to develop a comprehensive strategy for the domain. •
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Introduction
Cyber conflict history is an essential starting point for addressing a number of the critical policy and discipline-oriented questions proposed throughout the workshop. Case
studies and historical datasets provide academic fuel to develop quantitative methodologies and testable hypotheses. The identification of canonical works that shape the
field can bridge generational and subject area divides and provide a baseline for core
knowledge shared by the community. Further, oral histories provide context from the
complex web of interconnected perspectives, explaining the reasoning behind individuals’ actions. While broad in scope, this historical approach is about more than just
presenting facts, but rather about finding patterns and establishing meaning in our
shared history.
Specific to cyber, there are a number of complicating factors in documenting cyber
history. These include not only the secrecy surrounding government organizations
and their capabilities, but also the anonymity of attackers. Further, the recent and
rapid growth in the field means the subject has yet to receive adequate attention from
professional historians. Consequently, the field has begun to structure its own history,
with publications like A Fierce Domain (Healey 2013) leading the way, with a number
of popular histories coming out in just the past year (e.g., Kaplan 2016, Malconsin
2016, and Ridd 2016). As this history gets written, the field must deal with a number
of meta-level concerns including: defining cyber’s origins, mapping the development
of the field, and identifying historical eras. Organizational, operational, and nonstate
histories will help to further subdivide this analysis. Outside of public reporting, the
principal source of new historical information may flow from participants themselves
in the form of oral histories.

Topic:
Origins of Cyber Domain
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Questions:
How did the institutions and
norms developed around
cryptography and early
computing shape cyber
conflict? How should we
understand the convergence
of IA, SIGINT, and CNA?

Gaps:
Evolution of IW and EW
capabilities into the cyber
conflict field of today. Most
research is still US-centric.
Focus is on government at the
expense of the private sector.

One of the first questions posed to participants was how to define the technological
era being circumscribed. While there is disagreement over the unit of analysis based
on how cyber is defined, there are established predecessors to the networked society
created by the rise of the Internet. Participants did not resolve whether cyber’s antecedents should include a more expansive understanding of networked information
that incorporates telegraph and radio communications or be more narrowly defined as
beginning with either the IP protocol or the origin of a self-identified field of study.
Early Predecessors
The discussion of this expansive definition of cyber incorporated both historical
sources and contemporary research. Many participants had read works by Herbert
Yardley, a leading American cryptanalyst during the early twentieth century. While
Yardley’s personal writings are heavily biased based on his personal experience, the
historian David Kahn’s biography The Reader of Gentleman’s Mail was proposed as a
preferable canonical work. However, Yardley’s book describing his work for Chiang
Kai-shek’s Nationalists in The Chinese Black Chamber was discussed favorably.
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Several anecdotes were mentioned as the discussion delved into nations’ use of the
global telegraph system for strategic purposes. These included the US decision to cut
telegraph wires to Cuba during the Spanish—American War in 1898, establishing an
acceptable norm in what had previously been an ambiguous legal space. These actions were repeated during WWI when the British cut Germany’s telegraph wires. One
of the consequences of this move was Germany’s use of British infrastructure when
sending the Zimmerman telegraph to Mexico. The interception and publication of this
telegraph shaped history by bringing the United States into the war and helped to tip
the balance in favor of the allies.
Several of these historical incidents have been explored in greater depth in Emily Goldman and John Arquilla’s “Cyber Analogies.” A more detailed survey of this telegraph
history was identified in Hendrick (1991), with a specific description of imperial cable
communications network and strategy of the United Kingdom in Kennedy (1971), and
telegraph network history in Iran in Rubin (2004, 1998, 2001). The British assertion of
communications dominance during WWI extended to radio. Lamber (2012) was cited
as an exploration of the impact on the Royal Navy. Brief mention was made of the
history of computing and cryptography. Histories of Bletchley Park and the decoding
of the Enigma Cipher have been explored in significant detail in foundational works,
including Kahn (1996).
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While WWII was discussed in the context of technical spoofing and disruption, the discussion then shifted to the more challenging historical documentation of cryptography and communications during the Cold War. The development of cybernetics during
the Cold War inspired both the name of the discipline and much of the theoretical tradition behind cyber studies. Participants saw Ridd (2016) as an approachable survey
of this material, while Norbert Wieners’ Cybernetrics was the foundational publication
that launched the discipline. David Hoffman’s The Dead Hand: The Untold Story of the
Cold War Arms Race and Its Dangerous Legacy was identified as a revealing book on
the command and control (C2) issues that plagued the era. Specific to US intelligence,
the group highlighted Tom Johnson’s history of the NSA four-volume series (American
Cryptology during the Cold War, 1945-1989) as a go-to primary source. As the NSA
historian with more direct access to agency records, Johnson’s work is seen as superior to that of James Bamford, whose 1982 book The Puzzle Place provided the public
with its first exposure to the NSA’s critical but secretive role in US history.
Two additional questions that came out of our discussion were: 1) how did the different disciplines of information assurance, computing, SIGINT, counterintelligence, and
computer network attack combine? and 2) how did the US experience differ from that
of the Chinese and Russians?

Topic:
Development of the Field

Questions:
Which early works helped
to develop the field of cyber
conflict studies? Why were
many foundational documents
developed outside academia?

Gaps:
The impact of conferences,
list serves, and magazines
in shaping the field. The role
of industry associations
and user groups. How did
early researchers shape
and inform each other’s
perspectives of the field?

The discussion of the state of the field extended our analysis from a substantive focus on computer and network security to early government reports, academic scholarship, and journalistic discussion on the implications of an increasingly networked and
vulnerable world.
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The group acknowledged the relevance of historical lessons and their ready application to
the present, reflecting on a quote by Roger Shell “Few if any contemporary computer security controls have prevented a [red team] from easily accessing any information sought”
back in 1979. Other prescient publications identified by the group, included the following:

•

Willis Ware - Ware Report

•

•

Donn Parker 1976 “Crime
by Computer”

Defense Science Board (DSB)
Reports- ‘95 and ’96.

•

•

Bell Podier Report - from the air
force, classification system

Information Terrorism: Can
You Trust Your Toaster by Matt
Devost, Brian Houghton, and
Neal Pollard back in 1996.

•

Vint Cert - classified Discussion
with NSA, National Computer
Security Center in 1984.

•

Bruce Schneier’s “Secrets and Lies:
Digital Security in a Networked
World” published in 2000.

The group shared the understanding that the highly technical, secretive, and multidisciplinary aspects of cybersecurity had presented a challenge to traditional scholarship. Consequently, security practitioners developed their own outlets for reflection
that included conferences, periodicals, and listservs. Phil Lappsley’s book Exploding
the Phone: Declassified Interviews with Phreakers was mentioned as a publication that
gave voice to early hackers.
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Early inspirational authors who tapped into the potential within the field included
works Winn Shwartau and Alvin Toffler, while Dorothy Denning provided an early
scholarly approach in her analysis of the field. The group also sought to give credit to
David Ronfield, who in 1992 was writing with John Arquilla, the “Dark Prince” at RAND.

Topic:
Eras in Cyber Conflict History

Question:
How can we divide cyber conflict
history into eras? What incidents
or moments serve as transition
points between these eras?
What has been the changing
balance between military
operations and intelligence
as a matter of doctrine,
organization, and practice?

Gaps:
What unique technical
and political attributes are
linked to these eras? How do
different levels of granularity
overlay when we outline the
history of cyber conflict?

Having raised questions on the formation of the field, its evolution represents a natural secondary question. Attempting to look at the field with a macro-level of analysis,
it is useful to use the historical terms of “era” to circumscribe those periods of time
when cyberspace or the cyber policy environment was significantly transformed.
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These periods of time are often demarcated by unique attributes. The field currently
lacks a common terminology for eras within cyber conflict history; however, some
effort was made to define these eras in Healey (2013). In A Fierce Domain, the designation of the “realization” stage in the 1980s, “takeoff” starting in 1998, and “militarization” starting in 2003 provides an initial structure that identifies particular energy
around the turn of the century. A broader discussion of eras in the evolution of intelligence is found in Warner (2014).
The group identified several incidents that might signal shifts in eras including Morris Worm in 1998, Blaster in 2003, and the recognition of Chinese espionage starting
around 2005 (attribution based on the location of C&C nodes and the list of victims).
The field accelerated further around 2009, when a pivot began as the number of case
studies grew. These new case studies focused on incidents attributed to Russia or
China, including the Project Grey Goose Phase II report, the US-CCU Special Report
Overview of the Cyber Campaign Against Georgia in August of 2008, as well as GhostNet and Shadows in the Cloud. While the role of these case studies, referred to at the
time as “wake up calls,” may illuminate transitions in cyber conflict history eras, the
discussion highlighted a concern among participants that the incremental availability of public case studies may affect the capacity to draw conclusions if they are not
reflective of non-public incidents.

Topic:
Organizational History
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Questions:
How have legislation, rules,
doctrines, and norms evolved
to address cyber threats?
How did major cyber incidents
impact organizational
policies or structures? Were
doctrinal and organizational
developments abroad secondary
or primary factors for domestic
organizational change? How
have organizations adopted
and incorporated offensive
cyber capabilities?

Gaps:
Weighted towards institutions
that either defended or
threatened the United States.
The impact and evolution of
non-governmental organizations
is underexplored.

In an effort to deconstruct the history of the Joint Task Force for Computer Network
Defense, Healey (2013) focuses on shifts in the balance of offensive versus defensive
missions as well as questions of normality. When defined as a domain, cyber often is

seen as needing different kinds of people, much like special operations. When normalized, cyber gets integrated back into operations. The tensions between these competing missions help to clarify evolutions in the organizational history and origins of
Cyber Command.
Another organizational history question is the competing aspects of centralization
and decentralization. The establishment of the Department of Homeland Security
(DHS), for example, provides a centralizing moment in combing the National Infrastructure Protection Center (NIPC) and the Critical Infrastructure Assurance Office
(CIAO) within a shared organization.
Two relevant works were discussed as focusing on this organization history: Michael
Hayden’s memoir Playing to the Edge: American Intelligence in the Age of Terror as
well as the chapter “The U.S. Cyber Command’s Road to Full Operational Capability”
by Michael Warner in Stand Up and Fight! The Creation of U.S. Security Organizations,
1942-2005, released by the Army War College Press in 2015.
In contrast with the American experience, the discussion highlighted the importance
of the concepts of electronic warfare and information warfare to the development
of cyber conflict capabilities and doctrine in Russian and Chinese history. This led to
recognition that the Chinese have a twenty-year lead on the United States in EW and
cyber integration with respect to doctrine. Their intra-People’s Liberation Army (PLA)
organizational debate on the structure of cybersecurity or electronic warfare was led
by Dai Qingmin, who argued that EW should be the contextual framework, and Xu
Xiaoyan, who suggested that cyber should be the lead. Dai Qingmin is seen as having
won the argument. With respect to Russian history, the merits of Tim Thomas were
discussed for his analysis. While recommended, participants suggested that his work
mapped closely to what was translated by the Director of National Intelligence’s Open
Source Center (OSC), but may have missed information published elsewhere.
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The group did wish to see more work done on the history of military exercises as a
demonstration of capability and coordination. CCSA had pursued developing a “History of Training” and a “History of Exercises” during work on A Fierce Domain; however,
nothing has yet been published.
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Topic:
Operational History

Questions:
How did operators identify,
protect, detect, respond, and
recover from major cyber
incidents? Are there lessons
from these operational incidents
that can inform current cyber
defenders or policymakers?

The discussion of the operational history focused on state actors’ use of offensive cyber
weapons and the consequent response and recovery of their targets. While the discussants
acknowledged the challenges in compiling a comprehensive timeline of these incidents, the
increasing willingness of private actors to expose state-sponsored activity has dramatically
expanded access to case studies. This relatively novel trend has changed some operational
dynamics by placing increasing importance on how offensive actors respond to the disclosure of their attacks. One participant described this as an iterative game of exposure.

Members expressed frustration that analysis has continued to focus on a select few
case studies from earlier in cyber history and that the field has yet to incorporate rich
contemporary case studies into its analysis. One example of a richer case studies that
is infrequently mentioned in the literature is the hacking of elections in Latin America
by Andrés Sepúlveda who was employed political sabotage in support of campaigns
in Mexico, Venezuela, and Colombian between 2008 and 2012. Another sources of
case studies is the technical literature on the takedowns of botnets. An understanding of the hybrid use of botnets helps to connect the story of cybercrime and cyber
conflict in Russia in particular. However, Western actors like GCHQ were not seen as
irreproachable having enabled botnets in Belgacom’s network. Some of the well-documented botnet takedown discussed included:
Conficker44 – 2008
ZeuS – 2009
Gameover ZeuS – 2014
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Gaps:
Comprehensive case studies
or timelines for all but the
most significant incidents.
Analysis of incidents using
historical datasets is still
limited to a few scholars.

44

Worm: The First Digital World War by Mark Bowden

The Security Service of Ukraine (SBU) was discussed as having made a strong Conficker attribution case. However, conflict in the region means the team that was involved are no longer accessible and none of the material was translated.
Other case studies, both real and imagined that were discussed included:
•

Iraqi printer hoax - 1991

•

Turkish pipeline
missreporting – 2008

•

Symantec’s Dragon fly / Kaspersky
Energetic Bear - 2010

•

Careto/Mask APT - 2014
(Kaspersky exposed a major
counter terrorism operation
and did so essentially for
marketing purposes.)

The group agreed that operational history should not be confined merely to building
timelines and case studies, as there are other critical questions facing the field. These
include the following:
1.

How have conflicts been fought?

2.

What are the inflection points?

3.

Which dynamics have been stable? Which have changed??

4.

Is the nature of cyber conflict more about history or opportunity?

Topic:
History of Nonstate Actors

Question:
How have nonstate actors’
capabilities evolved? How
have nonstate actors shaped
the domain? Do offensive
actions by nonstate actors
meet their objectives?
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Gaps:
Focus on contemporary case
studies at the expense of
historical activity. Lack of
understanding of the sharing
of resources, tools, and
techniques across groups
and between individuals.

As the conversation shifted from state-based organizations and operations to the
activity of nonstates, the larger question arose of whether cyber has operated in a
post-structuralist or post-Westphalian reality. The plurality of actors in the cyber
environment led to a brief definitional conversation on the role of nonstates in IR
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theory. The group was divided on whether the terminology of non-governmental
organizations on nonstate actors presented a more appropriate term for the discussion, and failed to find consensus. Despite terminology disputes, there was broad
consensus about the significance of both threat actors and private sector actors in
the cyber domain.
Complicating this conversation further is the question of how to categorize patriotic
hacking, which started up around 1997. Should patriotic hackers be classified as state
actors? Also discussed was the number of participants in these groups that either fall
away or become integrated into the government or security industry.
Participants also converged around the importance of high-trust, deeply vetted sharing networks. Organizations including ISPs, vendors, NSP-SEC, the Internet Security
Operations and Intelligence (ISOI) workshop, the Anti-Phishing Working Group, and
FS-ISAC were briefly discussed. The adversarial relationship between tech companies,
government, and intelligence complicates the relationship between many private sector technology companies. Participants shared several anecdotes citing this conflict
between the US government and Microsoft dating back decades, including US government sources identifying Microsoft as a greater security threat than China. Microsoft,
for its part, opened an office in China starting sometime near the early aughts without
disclosing the relevant details to the US government. The increasing assertiveness
of the private sector has led companies to assume traditional governance roles, with
Microsoft dropping proposed cyber norms over the summer of 2016. Marc Sachs at
Verizon was paraphrased by a participant as saying, “we’re creating cyberspace, we
can bend it if we need to.” Despite the significant role of private sector actors, cybersecurity is often a secondary priority for these organizations. Verizon’s decision to let
botnet traffic move on Autonomous System Numbers AS701 and AS702 based on the
risk of indemnification and the lack of financial gain was also referenced. With respect
to offensive cyber actors, the group discussed the legitimation of offensive teams like
Hacking Team and the sale of these capabilities dating back to the 1990s.

Topic:
Narratives of Practitioners

Question:
What was the lived experience
of cyber professionals? How
have different disciplines
interpreted the same historical
moments? How might historical
perspectives inform current
debates about the structure and
nature of cyber institutions?

Gaps:
The field lacks professional
oral histories. Rarer still are
moments when offensive and
defensive actors experienced
the same incident.

The lack of oral histories in the field represents an obvious place for a formal documentation of cyber conflict history. Current projects worth mention include Jeffrey
Yost and Thomas Misa at the University of Minnesota’s Charles Babbage Institute,
who have developed an oral history of Symantec and hosted a conference on cybersecurity history in 2014. Current oral history projects to date seem to have been regionally focused on Northern California. Potentially relevant work includes research out
of the Bankcroft Library at Berkeley, which hosts the Regional Oral History Project, as
well as A History of Silicon Valley (Rao and Scaruffi 2011).
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The discussion briefly acknowledged the challenges of getting some leading actors to
participate in documenting this history. The secrecy of the subject remains an obstacle to getting significant actors on the record, like Jim Gosler of the Defense Science
Board. The group cited publicly available court documents as an insufficiently explored potential source; however, accessing many of these documents might require
physically visiting local courthouses. •
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LEGAL AND ETHICAL ISSUES

Operations in the cyber domain act within national and international legal regimes; the
Internet is not a wild west. While legal ambiguity and challenges in enforcement
remain, lawyers have slowly been developing precedent and legal treaties to bind
countries to certain norms. Understanding these rules, their formation, and area
where concensus has yet to form can help us to understand organizational and
state behavior. This discussion provided an opportunity to reflect on how the law of
cyber conflict is taught to both lawyers and non-lawyers. The conceptualization of
cyber conflict was highlighted as fundamental to bridging the gap between legal and
technical experts whose interests overlap more often than their skill sets, but whose
complementary and synergistic perspectives are essential to the nascent law of cyber
conflict.
Format
The discussion was split roughly into two parts, mirroring the state of the field. “Tallinn 1.0” addressed issues that were the focus of the 2013 Tallinn Manual46. For the
purpose of focusing on more specific research questions, gaps, and canonical works,
within Tallinn 1.0, five different sub-topics were identified: (1) general work on jus ad
bellum and its applicability; (2) key jus ad bellum sub-issues; (3) general work on jus
in bello and its applicability; (4) key jus in bello sub-issues; and (5) sovereignty and
neutrality issues not falling strictly into any one of the above ad bellum or in bello
categories.

46
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Introduction

Written by an independent International Group of Experts, the Tallinn Manual examines how international law applies
to cyberwarfare, taking the form of rules plus explanatory commentary. The Tallinn Manual pays particular attention to
the jus ad bellum, the international law governing the resort to force, and the jus in bello, the international law regulating
the conduct of armed conflict. TALLINN MANUAL ON THE INTERNATIONAL LAW APPLICABLE TO CYBER WARFARE
(MICHAEL N. SCHMITT, ED., 2013).
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The second half of the discussion looked “Beyond Tallinn47.” This was roughly
characterized as issues falling below the threshold for a use of force or armed attack
in the jus ad bellum and which would not necessarily trigger application of the
jus in bello. Participants identified four different sub-issues: (1) general work on cyber
incidents below the traditional ad bellum and in bello thresholds; (2) governance, regulation, and norms; (3) cybercrime and cyber espionage; and (4) cyber terrorism and
cyber sabotage.
Prior to the conference, the moderator and rapporteur prepared a list of canonical
works for consideration. Works were grouped into the above sub-categories under the
heading that best captured the work’s main focus or most significant contribution to
the pre-existing literature. Some were specifically highlighted during the discussion
as examples of scholarship addressing one of the research questions. However, not
every work included in the annotated list was considered individually by the conference participants. Based on the subjects discussed during the panel and follow-up
consultations, the moderator and rapporteur have identified a smaller number of
works from the initial list that may be considered part of the cyber law “canon48.”
Early on in the discussion, the moderator and rapporteur clarified the standards used
to compile the annotated list of works. The legal issues discussion was perhaps
unique due to the role that formal legal sources play in legal analysis. Rarely is a
single author, work, or school of thought the starting point for a legal analysis in the
manner that those might be in, for example, the field of international relations49.

47

Originally labeled as “Tallinn 2.0” at the time of the panel discussion. Discussions with those familiar with the Tallinn
process clarified that while the original research agenda for Tallinn 2.0 envisaged a follow-up publication that covered a
broader range of topics, the final Tallinn 2.0 Manual, to be published in December 2016, will address a more modest set
of issues. It will contain updates and revisions to the original Tallinn Manual and will tackle a sub-set of issues on state
responsibility. In subsequent years, additional follow-on manuals may continue to move along the spectrum of issues to
cover progressively more of the field, an initiative welcomed by this panel’s participants.

48

Participants expressed reservations about labeling works as canonical, fearing it may be premature to do so given the
fluidity of the field and its relatively recent emergence as one receiving dedicated study by legal scholars. While this
conference report has adopted the label of “canonical works,” participants approached the task from the more modest
perspective of what might be key works one would include in a syllabus covering the range of the field while giving a
sense for the key debates which have informed its development.
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49

(insert cross reference to discussion in the IR chapter of this report on, for example Waltz or Keohane)

Canonical works of law, if defined as those that first express or embody a key question or
proposition and to which subsequent works must continually refer, might include treaty
provisions, landmark judicial decisions, commonly accepted formulations of opinio juris, or
state-issued interpretations of law, with perhaps only a few of the most historically important
opinions of scholars included. For the purposes of determining the state of the field of cyber
law studies, only works that had a direct focus on cyber conflict were considered as canon.
Treaties like the UN Charter and the Geneva Conventions, landmark cases from the International Court of Justice (ICJ) or its predecessor50 (such as Nicaragua),51 cases from the International Criminal Court (ICC) or the ad hoc international criminal tribunals (such as Tadic),52
statements from international bodies like the UN General Assembly and from groups of experts (such as the Draft Articles on State Responsibility),53 military manuals of notable states
(such as the United States Department of Defense’s Law of War Manual),54 or embodiments
of customary international law (such as the Caroline Dictum or the Martens Clause)55 were
excluded from consideration for the as canon, though each is fundamental to understandings of cyber law.56 Instead, the label “canon” was used more loosely to distinguish those
works that have made a direct contribution to the relatively young field of the law governing
cyber conflict. With a few notable exceptions, most are scholarly works.
There was some discussion over how to draw the line between those areas identified as
existing research—where there is some basic level of consensus—versus those labeled as
gaps, in which additional research would be useful. None of the issues were thought to be
immune from future re-evaluation, based on changes in how actors operate in cyberspace or
revisionist challenges to how the law should apply. For each sub-category, including those

50

[PCIJ citation with Lotus and Corfu Channel]

51

[Nicaragua ICJ citation]

52

[ICTY Tadic citation and include an ICTR and an ICC citation]

53

Draft articles on State Responsibility

54

Department of Defense Law of War Manual, 2015

55

[Caroline Dictum citation]; [Martens Clause citation]

56

Such sources are, however, cited extensively through the works designated as “canon” and can be found in the Tallinn Manual’s list
of references
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addressed at length in the Tallinn Manual, participants were able to highlight areas
that have been underexplored or where there has been significant pushback against
the prevailing view. For these areas, further scholarly exploration is needed. However,
the participants agreed that for at least some issues, there is a baseline of consensus
both among academics and among states and other significant actors operating in
cyberspace, and for which further exploration is not an urgent priority. For example,
the question of whether the jus ad bellum applies to cyberspace—at one time a focal
point of research—has been well settled in the affirmative. Particularly in light of its
treatment in the Tallinn Manual, the application of the jus ad bellum to cyberspace
should be presumed in scholarship going forward. Revisiting the issue at length—not
uncommon among those approaching cyber law issues for the first time—often ignores the substantial body of work that has previously addressed the issue.
This relates to a larger point one of the participants made about ambiguity and the
law and how international law works. The conference highlighted that it may be tempting for those approaching the field from other disciplines to expect the law to provide
unambiguous “rules of the road” for cyber conflict. This is perhaps best embodied by
the common misperception that the Tallinn Manual can be considered a freestanding
source of law.
The fact that law—particularly international law—is fluid is often underappreciated.
Seemingly settled concepts can be overridden by subsequent law, may lose their
binding nature through desuetude, can be subject to reinterpretation when an exception swallows the rule, or may simply not be applicable to the cyber context. Even for
settled law, it is not always clear whether a violation undermines the law or honors it
in the breach. The law governing cyber conflict is no different; those working on cyber
conflict should approach the law with an appreciation for its inherent uncertainty. The
emergent field of cyber conflict law is highly dependent on interpretation and implementation. Each new international cyber incident presents the potential for upending
existing assumptions.
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Further, the function of law is not always to provide certainty through the creation of
clearly delineated, bright-line rules. Both for policy reasons and as a matter of practicality, the law often functions to preserve ambiguity and thus flexibility. Further, many
of the legal issues surrounding conflict are hotly contested. In an example invoked by
one of the participants, there is a robust, long-running debate about the level of imminence required to exercise pre-emptive self-defense. The debate exists both outside
of and within discussions on self-defense in cyberspace. That the question is hotly
contested and remains unsettled is thus not unique to cyber conflict. Whatever the
basis, uncertainty in the law is something with which those approaching cyber studies

from a legal background tend to be familiar and comfortable. In contrast, participants
had the general impression that those new to legal issues in cyberspace may initially
find this uncertainty unsettling or may be prone to overstate the role of cyber capabilities in creating uncertainty.
While not comprehensive, the summary below highlights the key research questions
and gaps for both halves of the discussion. Where appropriate, included are discussions of general or conceptual points that arose during the course of the discussion.
Appended to this report is a list of proposed canonical works and an excellent resource for further study or the development of a research agenda.
Tallinn 1.0: De lex lata of cyberwar
The first half of the discussion reflected on the question that has motivated much
early work on cyber conflict and the law: do traditional international law frameworks
apply to activities in cyber space? A robust body of scholarship has examined the
question in the context of both the UN Charter and related jus ad bellum frameworks
and through the application of international humanitarian law and underlying jus in
bello principles. That the debate has mostly been resolved through agreement that
both major bodies of public international law apply to activities in cyberspace is a
strong affirmation of the capacity of international law frameworks to cover new and
emerging technologies. It also speaks to the utility of efforts like the Tallinn Manual
process, which has sought to assess the law through a set of draft rules and accompanying commentary, a format familiar to legal scholars that lends welcome structure
to the field. Participants noted that there is still a tendency for scholarship to unnecessarily return to the baseline question of whether international law applies to cyber
activities. In the view of the participants, this evinces a need to build consensus not
simply through the codification of the Tallinn Manual, but through greater awareness
and diffusion of its content.
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Participants generally felt that for each of the five sub-categories discussed, the most
urgent research questions had been the subject of enough scholarship to establish a
steady frontier of knowledge. They are also the most likely ground for scholars new to
cyber law studies to re-tred in a way that fails to acknowledge the current state of the
field.
However, for each area, participants also noted gaps that merit consideration for future research. For example, one participant noted there is still considerable uncertainty over how much of the Geneva Conventions states will accept as applying to cyber
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operations, and thus more emphasis on actual state behavior in cyber operations
would be helpful. Another noted that more could be done to differentiate between the
“Hague Law” and “Geneva Law” branches of international humanitarian law as applied
to cyber conflict. Another noted that jus post bellum might present a third field ripe
for exploration in the cyber context, addressing issues of what responsibility actors
might have to repair and remove themselves from adversary networks in the event of
a conflict.
Participants emphasized the intermingling of legal and policy issues in trying to apply
these standards in practice. One participant noted the importance of states asserting
and proving that they have fallen victim to a cyberattacks as an example. States and
observers may agree that a cyberattack can constitute a use of force in violation of
the UN Charter and that a state may invoke its inherent self-defense rights to respond.
But a host of policy issues dictate whether and how states choose to respond. Iran’s
failure to declare the Stuxnet operation a use of force or armed attack on its territory
and the US response to the Sony hack were noted as examples where, despite agreement on general principles, state behavior may ultimately dictate the contours of what
sorts of cyber operations trigger international law.
Another participant brought up the related point of how a state might go about persuading the international community of when, how, and by whom it had been attacked. That the highly technical nature of cyber operations are not easily understood
by the general public, along with the attenuated timelines under which cyber operations take place and are discovered, may necessitate a re-thinking of how states prove
an attack, which international institutions are seen as credible forums in which to
present cyber evidence, and how long after an attack is discovered a state may reasonably respond.
Finally, participants noted a general concern that issues that appear settled may be challenged by revisionist powers looking to undermine the international law status quo. Questioning the application of jus ad bellum and jus in bello to cyber conflict may provide an entry point
to challenge settled pillars of those bodies of law on a foundational level, feeding back into
how their application is understood even as applied to conventional means of warfare.

The list of research areas and gaps addressed under each sub-category were:
Jus In Bello – General/Applicability
Research Questions:
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General application of international
humanitarian law to cyber operations.
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Conflict classification and cyber conflict.
Protections owed to the cyberequivalent of humanitarian aid workers
(CERTs, and other actors).

Gaps:
How much of the Geneva Conventions
apply to cyber operations?
•

Specific invocation of articles of the
Geneva Conventions and core principles
to cyber incidents as they arise.

•

Focus on refusal of states to acknowledge
application of various IHL principles
to their conduct in cyber space.

Aside from CERTs, what types of persons,
networks, and servers might qualify
for protected status under IHL?

Jus In Bello – Secondary Considerations
Research Questions:

Gaps:

The principle of distinction as it
applies in cyberspace.

Greater clarity on classification for infrastructure.
•

Control of proxy forces may lead to responsibility
for crimes committed in contravention
of international humanitarian law.
Application of the presumption against
targeting civilians and civilian infrastructure.
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Consideration of how the four core IHL
principles apply to cyber operations in theory.

Use of special markings or insignia for
websites and servers (i.e., “.icrc”)

Should any cyber-specific protections apply
when cyber operations occur in the context
of an existing armed conflict, or are preexisting IHL protections sufficient?

Agreement that standards for dual-use
infrastructure may apply to networks.
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Gaps:
How do states conduct necessity
and proportionality assessments for
cyber operations in practice?
Cyber conflict and the ongoing debate
over the interaction between IHL and
international human rights law.

Cyber-based violations of the laws of war
and how to collect evidence, gain jurisdiction,
and prosecute cyber war crimes, crimes
against humanity, and aggression.
More on NIAC-specific concepts for distinction
(i.e., DPH and continuous combat function).

Sovereignty and Neutrality
Research Questions:

Gaps:

States have sovereignty over their
cyberspace. What levels of control over cyber
infrastructure are required for sovereignty?

Application of jurisdictional
questions to cyberspace.
•

The international legal regime governing
neutrality applies to cyberspace.
Certain uses of infrastructure
may violate neutrality.
Doctrines of state responsibility apply to use
of a state networks by nonstate actors.

I.e., territorial jurisdiction, passive personality,
protective principle, and effects doctrine.

What is required for a third state
to forfeit neutrality?
Exploration of effective versus overall
control versus a third standard for
actions taken by nonstate actors with the
support or by direction of a state.
Government and private sector implications of
state responsibility for misuse of infrastructure.
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Participants generally agreed that issues falling outside the scope of the Tallinn Manual provide rich ground for further exploration and should serve as the focal point for
emerging research agendas. Not only is there less clarity here on which law applies,
but below-threshold incidents comprise the majority of cyber activities conducted by
both states and nonstate actors. Like the proverbial iceberg, most of the field lies out
of sight, below the surface. The relative secrecy surrounding many of these events
presents a challenge for analysis. One participant noted the irony of how—despite
concerns from the earliest days of cyber conflict studies that cyber operations would
become increasingly more kinetic and violent—what has occurred in practice is a
move towards less-kinetic activities. This may make the use of cyber capabilities
more likely and more frequent, which in turn may increase the number of operations
that do become known to the public either by discovery or by drawing a response
from an affected party.
The four sub-categories addressed in the Beyond Tallinn portion of the discussion
were: (1) general work on cyber incidents below the traditional ad bellum and in bello
thresholds; (2) governance, regulation, and norms; (3) cybercrime and cyber espionage; and (4) cyber terrorism and cyber sabotage. The participants noted that while
scholarly attention has begun to turn to the types of “post-Tallinn” issues that will
need to be resolved to provide greater clarity on below-threshold incidents, the law on
which these types of analyses rely provides a less-robust platform around which to
build consensus. In many cases, there is no binding treaty law to look to for a written
set of standards. In others, treaties are limited to a smaller set of signatories and it is
not clear whether there is an appetite among states to replicate regional efforts on an
international level, or to go beyond nonbinding codes of conduct.
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Beyond Tallinn: Cyber Incidents below the Traditional Thresholds

Participants encouraged more scholarship on the content of what might go into an
overarching cybercrime or otherwise cyber-focused treaty. One participant raised the
example of the Budapest Convention as an example of an area where law exists that
may provide a model for future treaty-making efforts, but whose reach is currently limited57. Another participant responded that the absence of treaty law would not necessarily hinder the development and acceptance of law for below-threshold events.

57

The Budapest Convention on the Prevention of Cybercrime (ETS No. 185), Council of Europe
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The doctrine of sources, best expressed in Article 38 of the ICJ Statute58, acknowledges customary international law, general principles, and the opinions of eminent
jurists as additional sources of international law. While they may provide less clarity
on the content of laws governing cyber activities below the threshold, it would be
premature to believe that in the absence of binding treaties, no international law will
directly apply to the activities in question.
One participant noted the role that domestic law, particularly in the United States, can
play in setting standards for behavior in cyber space. Domestic law has been used
successfully to penalize those who violate standards of conduct in cyberspace. The
use of economic sanctions was mentioned as a possibility for further exploration, and
another participant noted the use of criminal indictments against Chinese People’s
Liberation Army (PLA) members implicated in cyber espionage against Google and
other private US-based corporations.
On the topic of clarity, the participants noted the need for more discussion on the
legal distinction between cyber espionage conducted for traditional national security purposes and cyber espionage for private economic gain. In general, participants
agreed that the way in which different sub-threshold cyber activities are defined is
likely to be an enduring challenge. The initial determination of which body of law
should apply may pre-determine the possible responses. Under US domestic law, determining whether to treat a cyber incident as espionage or an act of “cyber-terrorism”
will determine which agencies may respond and what resources are at their disposal.
Finally, participants noted that more work could be done on the confluence between
cyber capabilities and influence operations, and whether the use of cyber capabilities
to amplify influence and information operations changes how international lawyers
should understand impermissible coercion in a state’s domestic affairs.

58

Article 38, Statute of the International Court of Justice.
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Cyber Incidents – International Law Below the Thresholds
Research Questions:

Gaps:

Which legal regime should apply to
different categories of cyber incidents?

General consensus on the law that
applies for sub-threshold events.

How might gaps between the legal regimes
differentiating between war and peace
account for the realities of cyber conflict?

Focused case studies that classify
and contrast cyber incidents.
More on countermeasures and responses.

How might particular cyber
incidents be classified?

•

What is the difference between a
retorsion and a reprisal in cyberspace?

•

How would they account for nonstate actors?

How do the laws on state responsibility
apply to sub-threshold incidents?
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The list of research areas and gaps that were addressed under each sub-category are:

Do doctrines that states may invoke in
response to below-threshold events, such as
countermeasures, apply in cyberspace?

Governance, Regulation, and Norms
Research Questions:
How can states and international organizations
govern and regulate cyber activity that falls
below traditional force-based thresholds?
Is a cyber treaty or treaties the
appropriate response?
•

•

What might be the content
of such agreements?
How would they be policed and enforced?

What other normative or soft-law guidelines
should govern activity in cyberspace?
How is the law governing cyber
activity being formed?
What ethical considerations should factor into the
development of law and norms for cyberspace?
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Gaps:
For each of the above research questions,
while initial concerns have been identified,
more research is needed to delve deeper, build
consensus, and offer alternative proposals.

Cybercrime & Cyber Espionage
Research Questions:

Gaps:

What is the difference between
cybercrime and cyber espionage?

More on the distinction between a crimefighting model and a counterintelligence
model of governance.

•

Between either and cyberwar?

What domestic law mechanisms can
be used to deter and respond to statesponsored economic espionage?
•

Other forms of cybercrime?

What role for nonstate actors?
•
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Questions of institutional capacity
and competences.

Quasi-state actors?

How should domestic law constrain or
empower private entities in cyberspace
to, for instance, “hackback”?
Distinguishing crime and espionage
from sabotage and terrorism.
State practice and opinio juris
based on case studies.
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Research Questions:

Gaps:

What is cyber terrorism? What is cyber sabotage?

How to prosecute and combat cyber terrorism.

•

Are they defined by their means,
effects, or by intent of the parties?

Attribution questions and support for proxies.

•

Must they have a primary purpose that is
political (versus economic)? How do such
acts differ from or follow the post-September
11 legal regime for countering terrorism?

Is cyber terrorism primarily useful to describe
acts perpetrated by nonstate actors?

•

What does attribution require?
“What” versus “who” attribution.

•

What does state-sponsored cyber
terrorism look like? Does it include
Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs)?

The role of the Dark Web.
Other roles for nonstate actors, i.e., white hats.
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Cyber Terrorism & Cyber Sabotage

Information-sharing between states and
between governments and the private sector.

Conclusion
In its relatively short history, scholarship on the law of cyber conflict has shown progress and promise. The debate over whether traditional legal frameworks govern
cyber activities—the focus of much early work in the field—has largely been answered
in the affirmative. Efforts like the drafting of the Tallinn Manual, the expansion of
opportunities available to practitioners to engage with cyber law issues, and serious
academic work examining a wide range of cyber law questions has created a strong
foundation upon which to build.
Given the speed of cyber developments and how much cyber activity takes place out
of the public view, any attempt to divide cyber conflict neatly into legal categories and
sub-categories should be done with caution and be subject to periodic re-evaluation.
The same lesson applies to attempts to portray cyber activities on a spectrum roughly
equivalent to traditional law enforcement and military activities—with known thresholds distinguishing war and peace—around which the laws of conflict have developed.
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As made apparent by the discussion, the “Tallinn 1.0” and “Beyond Tallinn” division and their
subcategories are imperfect. It is not always clear when either jus ad bellum or jus in bello
applies. Moreover, key issues in the field cut across the ad bellum/in bello divide, with many
early works surveying cyber activities under both areas of law. Even below the threshold, it is
not always clear when, for example, a cyber operation constitutes espionage or sabotage.
During the discussion, issues of significant import —like the role and obligations of nonstate
actors—were not always broken out explicitly, but rather addressed within multiple sub-topics. This led to the critique that current cyber law scholarship often fails to acknowledge the
uniqueness of cyber as a public domain with a backbone largely owned by the private sector,
which provides an unusual amount of power and agency to private actors. This has significant implications for the ability of traditional international law means to regulate activities in
cyber space through, for example, treaties, doctrines of state responsibility, and enforcement
through international institutions. Recent scholarship has probed these issues to highlight the
limits of understanding cyber issues through existing international law frameworks. Nonetheless, participants agreed that the categories used provided a generally useful framework and
were consistent with the prevailing consensus that existing international legal regimes apply
to the conduct of state and nonstate actors in cyberspace and should continue to serve as
starting points from which cyber incidents are analyzed.
Participants acknowledged that cyber conflict is expanding, both qualitatively and quantitatively. More actors are involved in the domain and recent years have seen a constant evolution
in the way that both state and nonstate actors use cyber capabilities to achieve strategic,
military, diplomatic, and economic ends. As a result, cyber conflict continues to impact new
areas of law. Untangling the implications of these changes requires scholars to apply current
understandings of cyber law to events as they arise, creating a more robust set of case studies from which to draw lessons for the future.
Understanding the law that applies to cyber operations is essential. Precision and analytical
rigor in scholarship on the law governing cyber conflict lends clarity to the larger field of cyber
studies. Cyber scholars and practitioners should not expect the law to provide a set of brightline rules or perfect clarity. Ambiguity is a natural part of the law and many of the issues that
arise in cyber conflict are highly contested as a matter of general international law.
Nonetheless, law may provide a common vocabulary, a background framework of regimes
and norms, and a medium through which to translate lessons learned from other disciplines
into enforceable policies. Fulfilling these potential benefits of cyber law research will require
greater consensus among those working in the field and consolidation of lessons learned.
Efforts like the inaugural State of the Field Conference and its follow-on efforts are steps in
the right direction. •
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